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Proud to sponsor The Professional Security Ofﬁcer

ARE YOU QUALIFIED TO
DEAL WITH PROTEST?
In a world where it is increasingly
easy to mobilise resistance,
the ability of private security
guards to manage protestors
lawfully is in high demand.

DO YOU UNDERSTAND the
rights of Protestors?
DO YOU KNOW the limits of your
powers as a Security Guard?
ARE YOU at risk of acting unlawfully if
you attempt to make a citizen’s arrest?
DO YOU KNOW when you
can use ‘reasonable force’
and what this includes?

Our innovative and forwardthinking DEALING WITH PROTEST
course will equip you with the key
skills and knowledge to deal with
all types of protest activity.

DO YOU KNOW how to best
manage the reputational risk
for your employer or client?
DO YOU HAVE the appropriate
protest management qualiﬁcations
to improve your employability?

THE 2-DAY
COURSE
COVERS
- The Legal Framework
- Police Methodology, Liaison and Response
- Types of Protest and Actions
- Impact of Conﬂict Resolution & Management
- Effective Security Personnel Responses
to Protestor Activities
- Scenarios and Practical sessions

VISIT WWW.ECLIPSE-STRATEGIC-SECURITY.COM/TRAINING-COURSES
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Foreword by Mike O'Sullivan
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

D

oes CPD really matter to you in your job? I would argue that CPD is relevant to everyone, and people
probably do a lot more learning than they realise. Even if you consider that you are currently in a ‘dead
end job’ with plans to move on, your skill set and learning journal will be important. In the world of
work, all things being equal, a candidate that can demonstrate and quantify a commitment to learning
and education will always have the edge over those who do not.

Anything you do that results in you learning more about security and related skills counts as CPD. That’s a broad
canvas and does raise the issue of how to show that you have made the effort?
A major challenge in the security industry in general is failing to quantify what we do. A security officer can be very
busy and productive, but on paper appears to do very little. It’s the same with CPD, if you don’t quantify it, you are
missing a golden opportunity.
When we think CPD many people’s thoughts turn to cost. Training isn’t cheap, you may not be able to afford training
if it isn’t provided via your employer. However, this is inside the box thinking!
If you read magazines, newsletters, articles, blogs, interviews, books, product reviews, watch videos, attend toolbox
talks, help with meetings, read whitepapers, listen to podcasts, catch up on trends and generally keep yourself
informed about things important to your profession and future, then you are doing CPD.
There are other activities that you can consider. For example, a store detective can attend their local magistrates
court, sit in the public gallery and observe cases where shoplifters are brought to trial. Store detectives may learn
about court procedures as part of their training but there’s nothing like going and sitting in on real cases to fully
understand what goes on.
Shadowing someone for a few days, mentoring or being mentored are all CPD activities. Publishing material of your
own is CPD on steroids! Provided of course that you do your research and present it properly!
How to quantify? The simplest way is to set up a spreadsheet with relevant headlines and categories. Date, Activity,
Details, Purpose (very important) and any links and other information such as magazine and title of an article read
are important information. One column should be set up to allow you to record approximately how much time you
spent on each activity. At a glance you can sort through activities, such as 14 hours reading about access control
systems in a month – the purpose for this exercise to learn more about access control!
Motivated individuals will be amazed at how quickly time spent on activities adds up. You can also add a comments
column where you can jot your own notes.
So, we see that CPD doesn’t have to cost anything other than time. In edition 1 of TPSO Magazine the most popular
article was; Is Online Learning for Me, by Dr Alison Wakefield FSyI. In the article Dr Wakefield introduced readers
to free online training – there are thousands of courses to choose from. Edition one of TPSO Magazine, like all
published editions, is and always will be available on our site free to all readers, no registration required!
continued >>>
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There are other options, Edition 3 of TPSO newsletter, Your Career in Security! (again, free from our website)
discusses how to keep informed via Google Alerts and introduces another free Google service, Google Scholar.
There are many other options, one I like and use myself is a video learning website udemy.com. Some of the training
has been brilliant, some not so much. One advantage with Udemy is if you realise that the course you’ve just purchased
isn’t what you were expecting you can get a refund if you request it within their published timeframe. Their terms
change from time to time so check what the situation is when ready to enrol. Udemy runs constant promotions so
you can get some otherwise very expensive training for anything between £10 to £20. Back to Google, you can do
searches for Udemy vouchers. I’m not on commission, it’s a site that I’m happy to recommend based on personal
experience.
Another site that I have used and recommend is www.alison.com. The courses are free but if you want a certificate
there is a charge so check any associated costs before enrolling. I found the material very comprehensive and relevant.
The Security Institute page on CPD at www.security-institute.org/cpd is worth reading. They offer a CPD validation
service that is open to everyone, not just their own membership.
The explosive growth of the internet has removed many of the traditional barriers to education and training. Get
stuck in and surprise yourself with what you can achieve!

Mike O'Sullivan.

Submissions Guidelines & Copyright

We are always interested in relevant material to include in both the magazine and our website.
We welcome articles, blog posts, news, technical developments, apps, CPD and professional development features
relating to physical security.
The author will always retain ownership/copyright of their own works. We prefer original content where possible.
By submitting the work you give us permission to publish it first. This agreement covers text, audio and video and
graphics. Where TPSO shares the work, for example interviews, agreement on future use of that material will be
agreed between parties at the time.
Due to the non-exclusive nature of this agreement you are then free to reuse or further develop your work elsewhere
if you wish. Therefore all material in TPSO magazine is copyright the publication or individual authors by default.
TPSO will effectively have been awarded first British and first electronic rights. Any variations on this will be included
in a footnote outlining the particular conditions that apply.

Disclaimer: Peer Publishing Ltd assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions in the content of this magazine or

associated site. The information provided in whatever format is on an “as is” basis with no guarantees of completeness, accuracy, usefulness
or timeliness.
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TPSO Magazine Introduces the
NEW Monthly Newsletter:
“Your Career in Security”
Tired of having to wait 4 months
for the next big TPSO
magazine to come out?
Well we have a solution....
TPSO's own Michael O'Sullivan is now producing a new Monthly Edition!

•
•
•
•

Full of content from the big names in the industry, from the UK and Worldwide.
Packed with practical advice on how to develop you career, from the people you really need to listen to.
Tips, hints, ideas and clever thinking from people that have done it, and been there.
It's still FREE to read online or download as a PDF and keep forever!
The newsletter will run for a year. After that, if you don't like it, we won't print it.

Your Career in Security
It's still YOUR magazine. Issue #3 OUT NOW!

https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/tpso-newsletter-your-career-in-security/
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Give your employees
financial freedom
Wagestream gives your Security
Guards the power to access
their overtime wages as soon
as they're earned through a
simple, instant app
Productivity
100% of overtime shifts
filled
Retention
People are 40% more likely
to stay
Recruitment
See 100% increase in job
applications

wagestream.co.uk

Contact Jon to find out more
jon@wagestream.co.uk
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Become a Security Manager
Our courses have been developed in association with Mind Over Matter
Consultancy (the UK’s leading Crowded Spaces experts) and are credit rated by
Edinburgh Napier University
Certificate in Security Management

Diploma in Security Management

The Certificate in Security Management is
open to anyone working in or intending to
work in the security industry. You will learn
about counter terrorism, crisis management,
cyber security and more.

The Diploma in Security Management is
aimed at people with some experience in
the industry. You will learn about business
continuity, logistics , how to lead and manage
security operations and more.

Both courses focus on the communication, thinking and writing skills successful Security Managers
in corporate or in private business are now expected to have.
Each course comprises six modules delivered over a year through weekend workshop sessions at
Missenden Abbey, Buckinghamshire, and will be run by practising security professionals.
The cost for each course is £2,200.00 *
*The fees include tuition, access to online learning platform, tutorial support between
residential weekends and certification

Apply Online - www.silverbacksecurityacademy.com
 anne@silverbacksecurityacademy.com
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SECURITY NEWS & INDUSTRY UPDATE
The 2019 ACS Pacesetters, “Security Officer of
Distinction Awards” were presented at an event held
at Royal Windsor Racecourse on Wednesday, 22nd
May 2019. TPSO was there to cheer them!

The very worthy winners were presented with their awards by Andrew Donaldson, Deputy Head of Risk Analysis,
Pool Re.
This is always an excellent event and the stories of bravery, quick thinking, professionalism and courage were truly
breath taking. TPSO magazine would like to again, give our warm congratulations to all of the outstanding front line
professionals honoured....
TPSO Magazine would like to thank ACS Pacesetters and FM Contract watch for the kind use of their photos... and for the invitation.

Muhammad Ali - CIS Security Ltd.

Richard Breckon - OCS Group UK Ltd

Steve Brooks - Westgrove Support Services Ltd

John Curry - ABM Group (UK) Ltd
continued >>>
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Sara Day - Incentive FM Ltd

Julio Ferreira - Axis Security Services Ltd

David Johnston - Land Sheriffs Ltd

Kieran Khan - Safetynet Security Group

Peter Luckman - MAN Commercial Protection Ltd

William Smith - Interr Security

Kevin Walters - ICTS (UK) Ltd

Darren Winter & Ryan Tench

(Collected on his behalf...)

Venture Security Management Ltd

Tom Atley - Ward Security Ltd

Aaron Mohangee - Land Sheriffs Ltd
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SECURITY NEWS & INDUSTRY UPDATE

Top UK Security Consultancy Launches
New “One Day Security Surgery” Service.
Advent IM, the UK’s leading independent, holistic security consultancy, has launched a focused, one day workshop
for organisations and businesses. Called MySecuritySurgery, the focus of these workshops is dictated by the
organisation and the workshop then designed around those needs; gathering key stakeholders together for focused
review and followed by a summary of findings and actions from an Advent IM security expert.
This service covers a range of organisational security topics from cyber-attack readiness assessments, to physical
security.

“This innovative new service can work for a business that has never engaged with a security consultancy
before, as easily as a business that is security savvy, but looking to effectively re-focus its security resources.
All organisations have an important security challenge and MySecuritySurgery offers something for
everyone seeking to answer that challenge. It does this by building a workshop that is precisely focused on
the challenge in hand and a summary that can quickly put that business on the right security path, without
a huge commitment.” Said Advent IM MD, Mike Gillespie.
With twelve focus areas, MySecuritySurgery covers the main organisational security concerns:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cyber attack readiness assessment
system assurance
policy and process review
business continuity
physical security
supply chain assurance
risk workshop
secure records management
surveillance camera standards
data protection
information risk management
NIS Directive
Go to advent-im.co.uk/consultancy to download the MySecuritySurgery leaflet.

TPSO magazine has worked with Advent IM for some time and if your company needs pointing in the right direction
with any security problem or issue, I'd recommend you bring these guys to the attention of your management.
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SECURITY NEWS & INDUSTRY UPDATE

TPSO Meets: Ian Todd, CEO of the
Security Industry Authority.
A couple of months ago, TPSO magazine's own Mike O'Sullivan and Rollo
Davies made the trip to London's Docklands for a discussion with the new
head of the Security Industry Authority, Ian Todd.
We all know that for years, there has been an awful “us and them” feeling
across the front line of the security industry, not helped by communication
problems and the horror stories we have all heard on social media involving
licence delays or apparently unreasonable rejection of applications and
renewals.
Speaking to Ian, we have come away with an appreciation of the problems, seen from the other side of the fence, and
a genuine optimism that there are going to be tangible improvements.

“The private security industry and those that work in it have an increasingly important role in today’s
society in keeping people, property and premises safe.
As the regulator we have a clear focus on improving standards in the private security industry and protecting
the public. But we cannot do this alone. We are grateful for the support, hard work and professionalism of
those working in the industry.
It is vital that we work together and I want to improve the dialogue between us which is why I welcomed
the opportunity to meet representatives of the trade press to hear their views and of those they represent.”

….Ian Todd.

Speaking to Ian, you rapidly realise that he is not your usual, dismissive high ranking bureaucrat. He has come
through the ranks, not from a security industry start, but as a front line Paramedic. I for one, respect him all the
more for it. He worked hard and rose through the ranks of the Ambulance Service to his former role as head of the
Independent Police Complaints Commission, now Independent Office for Police Conduct (IOPC). From his role
there, it was a short and natural step to the helm of the SIA.
It is clear that Ian is hugely committed to improving standards in the industry, but there is one very big problem.
The SIA has to work under the strict framework of the Act of Parliament that created it. Any changes to the work the
SIA performs or the licencing rules and guidelines we all have to deal with, can only be achieved by amendments to
this Act. Ian has been listening to the industry, and to you, and has worked hard to get central government to enact a
whole host of sensible proposals. Unfortunately the frustration is palpable in his voice as he explains that, due in no
small part to the narrow focus on Brexit, to the detriment of all other national business, nothing is likely to happen
anytime soon.
That said, the SIA is working hard to improve it's current systems and procedures, to make life easier for the men and
women at the front line. This I think, has already been reflected in the increased processing speed of applications and
renewals as you would probably have noticed, if you have needed to do either recently.
The SIA is also planning for the future and TPSO magazine will be announcing in the weeks to come, how you can
have a say in the direction and scope of future industry regulation... Things will eventually get done, at a legal policy
level.... Brexit can't go on forever right?
The SIA has also had an awful reputation for poor communications with the industry at large. If you want more up
to date info and a better insight in to what the SIA are doing, why not follow them on social media?:
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continued >>>

SECURITY NEWS & INDUSTRY UPDATE
Twitter: @SIAuk, @SIAChiefExec, @SIAQuality, @SIAProsecutes and a whole list of regional offices.
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/thesiauk/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/+securityindustryauthority/
In fact, don't follow them on Instagram... Not much there to follow. (They clearly haven't mastered pouting in the mirror
or sharing their lunch with the internet........... Ed.)
Ian Todd is a decent hard working professional, trying to change things for the better. He speaks about, in the future,
using proceeds of crime to invest back in to the industry, even to provide “bursaries” to help with licence and training
costs to those that have financial problems. (I don't mean funding licences for the unemployed which was a disaster
for the industry.)
He is not a man that doesn't understand our problems, I just hope he can hang in there for the long haul, and make
the SIA the engaged and compassionate regulator we all want and deserve.

International Recognition for TPSO Magazine!
This may come as a surprise, but TPSO has been going for a whole year as of
this month! Happy Birthday to us! You are also, not the only person reading
this. Our big plan was to reach over 5000 readers by the end of our first year.
Well, thanks to you, and a lot of like minded industry professionals like you,
we beat that goal.
In fact, we beat it by well over 20,000. Thank
you very much indeed.
We also gained some attention around the world with one of the founders of the
magazine being named by IFSEC Global, as the Security Industry Influencer Ranked
#2 in the world for 'Thought Leadership', and later winning the prestigious George
Van Schalkwyk award for Outstanding Contribution to the UK Security Industry,
presented by The Security Institute. It's been a fantastic year.

If nobody read TPSO,
we wouldn't matter.
Because so many read TPSO,
we can help YOU matter more!
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For full details of all issues listed on the above SIA Update page, visit:
https://www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk/Documents/sia-update/eUpdate-1908.html
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Lifelong Learning.

The Key to the Success of Every Security Professional.

by Michael Allen CPP, CFE

M

ost security professionals I have met, no matter where they are in their career, who they protect or what
their mandate, they all want to keep learning. It is almost impossible to find a security practitioner who
leaves school, completes their training or earns a designation and is content to stop there.

Learning is enjoyable and brings satisfaction. It can be hard work, challenging and rewarding. Security professionals
have several ways to learn. One way to approach learning is to follow the three E’s: Education, Experience and
Exposure. Learning by experience are the lessons we gain by working. Over time we all accumulate a body of
knowledge from the repetition of doing our jobs each day. We also learn through exposure. It is one thing to go to
school, take courses and spend years on the job. When leaders give their subordinates new opportunities and subject
them to different situations, this is exposure. For example, when the director of security sends the manager, in their
place, to a leadership meeting to observe or even present, the manager is exposed to new experiences; learning
something new.
Security professionals in the workforce currently represent four generations with varying degrees of each of these
formal and informal learning methods. There are those with 30 to 40 years of progressive work experience. There are
those with 20 to 30 years’ experience, college and or a designation. There are also those with 15 to 20 years of work
experience who have a master’s degree and professional certification.
Professional security officers often continue to accumulate courses to secure, maintain and advance their roles. These
may include first aid, emergency response, basic criminal law for security officers and other programs found in
many licensing courses. Security management and corporate security professionals may earn courses in leadership,
management, business and other programs more applicable to the administrative and strategic roles they perform.
These may help them advance or simply meet annual continuing education requirements.
Courses offered by security institutes, associations and private security schools are quite practical. Colleges,
universities and even employers offer valuable programs as well.
Developing a learning plan with your manager, human resource team, peers or mentors is always a good place to
start. Knowing where you want to take your career, what promotions or even specializations you are seeking will help
you determine what courses you should be taking. If you’re a security officer who finds that they are constrained by
schedules or funding, a professional designation or even an online university program you can work towards over
time may be a good route to consider.
If you’re a leader in the field and find you have a strength in emergency management but not so strong in investigations,
then you should get out of your comfort zone and study investigations. If you’re a manager who is strong in all core
areas of security, however a skills assessment reveals a need for improvement in typing, business writing or public
speaking, then get to it. As an executive, courses in leadership, critical thinking, business or economics may be more
important to you at this stage.
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It is never too late to go back to school and you should always keep pushing yourself to stay abreast of what’s new and
embrace self-improvement. There will be times in your life and stages in your career when you can barely meet your
continuing education or recertification requirements; and times when your completely on fire, pursuing a master’s
degree, managing a department and juggling a personal life.
In my youth I took every course that came along. Later I learned to be more selective, as you may need to be. Does
this course give me an edge in the job market? Will it improve my value to my employer? Do I receive a certificate
or a credit towards a larger learning goal? Is it recognized, accredited or in demand? Look at job descriptions for the
job you want; what are they asking for?
I am constantly advocating for a better, more professional security industry and encourage those of you more advanced
in your field to share your knowledge by writing, speaking, teaching and mentoring. For new security professionals,
this can be a very satisfying and rewarding career with many options. By continuously building your resume with
practical education, you are, in turn, investing in yourself and your future. As someone who has hired hundreds of
front-line security personnel, I have seen two entry paths: those who came into the workforce with schooling and
those without. That said, I have seen successful careers built from both scenarios. Some who graduated from the
school of life are extremely hardworking, smart and determined. Although if I had to fill a position, and I am looking
at someone who has continuously applied themselves, proven they can commit to and complete something such as
ongoing education has an edge. A candidate who has a resume that boasts modern, up-to-date skills is one who will
stand out to me and I am sure that goes for many of my peers too.
While I’m clearly a proponent of lifelong learning, I caution you not to force
yourself down a path that you know you will not enjoy and will struggle to be
successful at. Never lie to yourself. On the other hand, a bad experience in youth
may lead you to believe you are terrible at math, statistics or computer program.
You may be surprised to learn that you are in fact excellent at it in the right context
and if you really apply yourself.
I challenge you to break the mold. Let’s work together to raise the bar for the next
generation of security officers and set the standard high for learning; by achieving
more ourselves.

Michael Allen CPP, CFE.
Michael is a security advocate, futurist and the author of
The Chief Security Officer’s Handbook: “Leading Your Team into the Future.”
He is the CSO at Manulife and has been named by IFSEC Global as a top
influencer in the category “Security Executives” 2019.
https://twitter.com/MichaelAllenCSO
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Continued Professional Development –
Why Bother?

by Bob Martin

Times they are a changing.
It would be very fair to say, that back in ye olde days, when officers were not called officers, and the job of being
a security officer was, well shall we say, less professional, there was little, if any, need to demonstrate professional
development.
Actually, professional and development would never have been associated with the trade that today, we correctly
term as professional security officers.
But, hang on, Continued Professional Development, lets call it CPD for ease, or for our North American readers
CPE, is only for other people, bosses and the like, right? WRONG!
True enough, there are across all professions,
certain people who are required, on an annual
basis to demonstrate that they are maintaining
their professional awareness. Chartered Security
Professionals (CSyP); Fellows of Institutes and the like
of course, but not front-line officers surely?
Well, you are no doubt by now very aware of ‘Get
Licensed’ the new SIA licensing criteria which was
published in February 2019?
(https://www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk/documents/licensing/sia_get_licensed.pdf)

"Training, training and training and what a really good way of demonstrating you are
ahead of the game – CPD points of course".
So YES – CPD is something that every Professional Security Officer should be obtaining. And let us be very clear
here, that is from the very top of each and every company down to the officers on the front line. Owner; Manager
or Supervisor; Regional Manager or Officer. Every single one should be making sure that they can continue to
demonstrate their CPD.
Let’s go back a bit to some basics first – What actually is CPD?
A definition could sound like this:
CPD is the holistic commitment of professionals towards the enhancement of personal skills and proficiency
throughout their careers.
Or it could sound like this:
CPD is proving to your customers; bosses; peers and most importantly, yourself, that you are standing out from the
crowd, and making a true impact in your day to day life.
In its simplest form, CPD recording (we will come on how to do that later), enables an Officer to demonstrate that
they are actually engaging in developing and enhancing their abilities in a proactive way.
CPD points can be achieved in a whole range of different ways. Perhaps your organisation runs training workshops?
Maybe you dabble in e-learning? In your own time you decide to attend events such as IFSEC, or perhaps in your
breaks at events you take the time to visit the stands? Perhaps even while performing your ‘day to day’ duties, you
can actually demonstrate you are learning?
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All these will add up, and even bothering to read this article in this magazine is going to earn you points. So just
carry on reading!
There are two types of points – Formal and yep you guessed - Informal.
Formal would be things like attending security events; training courses (including those run by the employer);
lectures; workshops; conferences. Even studying for or better still gaining a recognised security qualification. Plus,
many more, including for managers the organising of events.
Informal, you are doing one of them right now, reading this trade magazine; visiting exhibitions or trade shows;
even if you are so inclined giving an interview. There are just so many ways of earning points, there is no reason not
to.
So, the earning of the points, may just not be as tricky as you first thought.
Don’t forget though, points can be earned in lots of different ways, from lots of different organisations, it is not just
the Security Institute. Look out though for that CPD logo, which is used by the SyI and its 14 CPD partners. It
guarantees the event will earn you CPD points.
How do I keep a record of all my CPD points for FREE?
Many of you will be working for one of the SIA's Approved Contractor members.
So, you are working for a company who already is subscribing to raising performance standards and to assist the
private security industry in developing new opportunities.
It maybe they are running their own system of recording CPD, or more than likely they have adopted the Security
Institutes toolkit.
Any proactive employer will be encouraging the benefit of CPD, as once all the staff can demonstrate their commitment
to the industry, what better promotion to an existing or prospective client?
However, if they do not, and you still want to get on, the Security Institute have made available the toolkit, which is
available to you for FREE.
Go to https://security-institute.org/cpd/ and on the right-hand side
of the screen you will find a ‘Download the 2019 CPD Toolkit’.
It is an Excel Spreadsheet, where you will not only find a sheet to keep
your records, but also how to get started, what earns points, and how
many points you will earn for each activity.
The Security Institute is here to help you.
Within the Security Institute we are committed to raising standards in the security profession and encourage
everyone to think about how they can continue to develop and how they help and support others.
Our Continuing Professional Development (CPD) Toolkit is an essential way to track how you keep up-to-date with
latest issues and developments in security and management, giving you a competitive edge over other practitioners,
enhancing confidence and competence.
If you are a member of the SyI then the members-only CPD Mobile App is a free-to-use method of keeping up to
date with your annual CPD activity – you can download it from the Apple and Google Play stores (look out for the
logo)
The SyI Toolkit helps you plan your personal development activity and tracks your achievements to reach set
standards year on year. The CPD Toolkit is updated and published each year and is a self-administered method of
identifying and recording learning.
continued >>>
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Sounds good, but what do I get out of it?
Whether you own the company, or you are a front-line officer, at the very least you will get out of it this much:
• Demonstrate you and/or the company are keeping pace with changes in the Security Sector.
• You will get a certificate each year, and therefore achieve recognition, within your current role.
• You will be clearly able to identify your competencies
• Become more employable, yes, it is true. You, or the company/person without the certificate, who has the
edge?
• Help you motivate yourself to improve your skills
• Achieve your goals and progress in your career.
An Employer of a Manned Guarding Sector Service?
If you are reading this, and you employee, or are thinking of employing
the services of a Manned Guarding company, why not add to your
tender requirements, that the successful company, and its officers, must
demonstrate Continued Professional Development on an annual basis?
Just a thought to help you get the best!

CPD does not mean “Can’t Possibly Do it!”
You are challenged to achieve 36 points or more each year.
Do It Now
I Dare You!

Bob Martin JP CSyP FSyI.
Bob has been in the security industry for over 30 years.
He started off in the Petrochemical business, where he introduced and installed a
standard security solution across the world, for one of the largest petrochemical
companies.
Bob then moved on becoming an independent Security Consultant, vowing to travel
no more on business, and not work on a Friday! His first role was for a Middle East
Royal Family!
The same applied to his next role, for a large American Wealth Management
company, where he became their global security consultant – travelling the world
again. So much for vows and semi-retirement!
Bob has worked across many sectors, from health and education to retail and of
course the oil industry, not forgetting the odd Grade Listed building around the
country.
Bob is a Director of the Security Institute with a portfolio for Professional
Development and also a Chartered Security Professional (CSyP) and a Fellow of the
Institute.
www.linkedin.com/in/Bob-Martin-CSyP
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Innovating—Influencing—Leading
www.hja.co.uk

Consult


Executive Security Recruitment



Strategic Consultancy



Events Management



Enterprise Security Risk Management (ESRM)

Please contact Mike Hurst CPP® MSyI FIRP

mike@hja.co.uk

for an initial and confidential discussion.

@HJArecruit

+44 (0)7957 543128 / +44 345 6446893

@_MikeHurst
member

Supporter
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Useful Contact Information!

In alphabetical order, not necessarily in order of greatest need!

Alcoholics Anonymous

Citizens Advice Bureau

www.alcoholics-anonymous.org
0800 9177 650

www.citizensadvice.org.uk
03454 040506

Environmental Health Department

Frank (Drug Advice)

via local councils

www.talktofrank.com
0300 123 6600

www.gov.uk/find-local-council

Gambling Aware

GMB (Trade Union)

www.begambleaware.org
0808 8020 133

www.gmb.org.uk
020 7391 6700

Health & Safety Executive

Minimum Wage Reporting

www.hse.gov.uk
03453009923 / 01519229235

www.gov.uk/national-minimum-wage-rates
via ACAS 0300 123 1100

NASDU

National Business Crime Centre

www.nasdu.co.uk
01483 224320

www.nbcc.police.uk
0207 161 6664
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Think we need to add anything to this list?
Let us know: admin@peerpublishing.ltd

Police Non-Emergency

NHS Direct

www.police.uk/information-and-advice/reportingcrime

www.nhs.uk
Call 111

Call 101

Relate (Relationship Help)

Samaritans

www.relate.org.uk
0300 100 1234

www.samaritans.org
Call: 116 123

Security Industry Authority

Security Institute

www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk
0300 123 9298

www.security-institute.org
02476 346 464

Step Change (Debt Help)

Speaking Clock

www.stepchange.org
0800 138 1111

www.speaking-clock.com
Call: 123

Trading Standards (via CAB)

Unite (Trade Union)

www.citizensadvice.org.uk/consumer/get-morehelp/report-to-trading-standards/
03454 040506

www.unitetheunion.org
020 7611 2500
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Focus on

The Security Institute

by Rick Mountfield

T

he Security Institute is in its 21st year of being a ‘not for profit’ professional membership organisation
recognised by HMRC as such, we do not make profit on our activities- every penny is reinvested into providing
more benefits and events for our members. Our mission and aims are structured around a common desire:
Inspire, inform and influence professional excellence for the benefit of our members, the security community and
wider society.
• Committed to providing an exceptional membership experience.
• To promote lifelong learning, professional development and qualification in security.
• To recognise competence through peer review and validation of our members.
• To support networking and the exchange of knowledge, information and best practice.
• To promote standards and ethics and make a valuable contribution to society through innovation.
• To collaborate with government, academic bodies and other organisations to influence policy.
• To enhance the reputation and understanding of the security discipline, providing a powerful unifying voice
Our strap line is Recognised, Respected, Professional and we don’t pay lip service to this. It was developed as part
of a strategic plan in 2017 that aimed to encourage those “willing professionals” to become part of a collective that
would drive the agenda of professionalism through our entire industry.
You can’t buy your way into the Security Institute, but that does not mean we turn people away either. Our unique
selling point is that we are the only membership body that validates every applicant, measuring them against a
standard matrix that recognises vocational experience as much as it does academic achievement. We recognise that
some of the most capable and impactful security professionals have never attended an academic course. They do
however, professionally develop, continuously.
Our validation board (comprised of volunteer members) sits once a month to assess the applicant’s profiles with
no knowledge of their name, so the result is a validated score that reflects impartially, the person described. That
score realises one of three professional grades that come with applicable post nominals that you will recognise form
people’s profiles on CVs or social media. Associate (ASyI), Member (MSyI) and Fellow (FSyI). This validation
achieves the Recognised aspect of the strap line because no longer are you standing alone telling employers and
clients that you are worth engaging with, 3000 members are publicly recognising you as a validated and measured
professional at that grade. Peer endorsement is priceless because it cannot be challenged.
Once you attain membership, the world is your oyster. We offer a myriad of tangible benefits such as:
Membership of the London Chamber of commerce. You can use their business suite in London to work from or have
meetings at for free. They host 3 events a day with over 10,000 businesses, most of whom are not in security…. but
may need it! Online resources include templates for tenders, legal advice and much more.
A professional development platform and mentoring platform hosted inside the ‘members only’ area of our website.
Whether you are climbing the promotion ladder or managing people, there are 1000’s of papers, videos and assessment
tools to give you an edge in the workplace. Mentoring is essential to development. A person you can ask for opinions
without being judged by work colleagues or bosses. Many of you would also enjoy being a mentor and giving back
advice to help a fellow member to get on in their workplace. It’s very satisfying to help someone else achieve.
We host many, many events all over the UK, often in businesses that you could never get into without belonging to
the Institute, such as Hinkley Point C, Westminster Abbey, O2 Arena, Corporate offices, London Zoo, to name but
a few. Our events are learning opportunities but also networking opportunities. Events to shape your thinking and
ability in your own workplace but also shape your personal development and career path.
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We have our own App available on GooglePlay and Apple store. You could download
it right now for free, but without a member password it cannot be used. The app
hosts our Continuous Professional development (CPD) platform and all the above
benefits through the easy access that an App affords. All this knowledge sharing that
you take back into your workplace ensures you are respected not only by your peers
but by everyone who is engaged in what you secure at as part of your job.
Belonging to the Security Institute is belonging to a tribe. Everyone is travelling in the
same direction as you. You appreciate the support and endorsement, knowing that
your peers value your ethics desire for development and therefore Professionalism.
Membership costs as little as £120 for Affiliates, £145 for associate and £170 for
Member each year. The value of membership benefits is £610 but the value of Peer
validated recognition and respect for your professionalism is priceless.

Your knowledge is of value to us. Please enquire about membership by uploading your CV on our website

www.security-institute.org or emailing Paula@security-institute.org

 https://youtu.be/7YUafbRnCVg
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Gallery - Security Institute Various Events
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How did I end up

in a security industry - focused software company?

by Mark Folmer CPP, FSyI
(TrackTik)

I would love to say that I had a master plan, but I did not. However, that does not mean that you
should not!
To answer the question of: how did I end up at a security industry-focused software company, let’s hit a few milestones
and you will quickly see that it was definitely not a linear journey. Needless to say there were a few stops along the
way. Some of the stops were more enriching than others, others more painful, but the one commonality is that all
were eye-opening and opportunities to learn - about business, and specifically, the business of security and providing
security. Today I realise that many of these are able to be shared examples of how security business could run smarter
and deliver more.
Writer’s caveat: in no way am I trying to say -nor should this piece be read- as though my journey is anything special.
It simply is that: my journey and a way to share some learnings along the way.
(…..........Just to make things clear, although his modesty prevents elaboration, Mark is one of the most highly respected security
industry professionals in the world. An IFSEC Global influencer in security industry thought leadership; leading light in ASIS;
Fellow of the UK Security Institute; major player in one of the most rapidly growing security tech companies in the world; educator
and....... he's very tall............................Ed.)

The Start
I started with the Canadian division of a multinational
security service provider, something which was
definitely not the norm at the time for someone like me.
I say “not the norm” because 20+ years ago there were
not many business school graduates joining security
service businesses: the vast majority of my peers were
off to big four firms, big banks, and other traditional
sectors.
Security as a business service was my introduction to
the industry, and instantly I was able to recognise that
it was so much more than “just” a staffing business. Unfortunately, some people still look at the business as a volume
business - hours per week, getting people to sites, and billing for time. Through the unique lens of volume, it is
often tough to measure security success when someone says, “what has security done for us lately”? This is very true
considering that security is both tangible and intangible at the same time. Over the years I have found that security is
a best-practices based industry. Of course there are some that do just enough to avoid being sued, but there are also
real forward-thinkers that take best-practices, evolve them, and challenge the status quo.
After years on the security side (the dark side?) I had the opportunity to start my own security management
consulting business (okay, consulting is actually the dark side - kidding). The effect of taking this step meant that I
was forced to look beyond just the angle of the mitigating measure that is uniformed presence. A key takeaway from
this experience was that clients all have very different opinions of what “security’s” definition is.
The set of lenses that I started using when on a corporate security team was eye opening. I had a unique role on the
team but the learnings of working with the other teams really helped me shape my opinion of the value of security
services today.
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Involvement
One of the major openers for me has been when it was recommended to me that I should become involved in
the industry. When I started doing this with ASIS International my goal was selfish, namely: what can I learn and
who can teach it to me?- of course, with the desire to get better at the business that I had chosen. I was quickly
steered towards certification. As soon as I could, I obtained my CPP qualification. In my opinion, this is a must have
credential for any security professional.
Once certified, I could partner my business training, my few years of experience, and my security knowledge.
Arguably, the biggest benefit of obtaining my CPP, was that it gave me the credibility, or at the very least, enough
ground to interact with the existing security network. The pros in the industry respected the fact that I had a base
of knowledge. We see it more so today, job postings ask for the certification by name as do consulting mandate
specifications.
As time went on, involvement became a way to give back to the industry that has taught me many life lessons
and contributed to the extremely valuable network that I have today. Cultivating a network, coupled with having
an opinion drives what I consider to be an important part of security thought-leadership, and more importantly,
fundamental leadership in short.
Certification Tips
The CPP was the one for me at the time, and I must admit that I am not done, as there are other certifications that I
strive to attain. What’s vital is to determine which is the right one for you. ASIS International has four:
• CPP: The security management certification.
• PSP: Physical security management professionals must have.
• PCI: A highly valued investigator credential (also look at the CFE by the ACFE).
• APP: Newer to the industry? This is where to start. (Mike Hurst talks about this elsewhere in this issue of TPSO,
and introduces the experiences of several that have studied and achieved this qualification.............Ed.)
How do you navigate among all of these options? The answer is to do your research! There are many other associations
out there with other certification offerings. Inform yourself properly, and be
critical about which one is best-suited for you. Maybe it’s risk management, or
perhaps in information security (CISSP)?
As I started doing more work in the UK, I needed to learn more about the
industry: where and what was similar and different to North America? In doing
so, I learned that there were even more associations specific to the UK and to
the rest of Europe - the better ones were not always easy to find, but there is a
wide variety! A big discovery for me in this regard was the Security Institute
in the UK, who have their very own membership categories and certifications.
In fact, the list of security schools, certifications and educational programs is so
vast that I could not create a list of all. The point is to do some thorough digging,
as most encourage some sort of continuing education (and they should!). When
you seek sources to learn - do your homework. Check credentials, acceptability,
reputation and overall value.
Today
Today I work for a software company called TrackTik (look me up on LInkedin
and Twitter!), and if I do say so myself, I think that I have the coolest job in the
company.
I get to work with every single one of the staff of 140. They are all specialised in
something different and have different backgrounds. That means that I get to
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continue learning all the while sharing the insight that I continue to gain and glean from interacting with a pretty
awesome industry.
It can be challenging too because of the lenses that we put on. We’re ambitious and have an ample vision, and it is
not always easy (in fact, it’s quite frustrating at times) to pick a single initiative to focus on in such a vibrant, and
ever-changing industry!
It is particularly challenging because we are in the unique position of helping security companies and departments
offer better services to their clients. We get to help them define better, which in many cases means smarter. Security
companies and teams that can deliver more insight to their clients and have more insight on their businesses, are
by default better. The insight can be security specific, but also much broader- involving business insight that help us
navigate the much wider realities and factors, whether they be political, economic, social, legal, environmental or
technological.
It has been told to me over and over again, “vendors are key to security improvement as they drive innovation”. I am
not enamoured with the term “vendors” as it implies a one-way relationship. I would say that we get to be innovators
and that the benefits are reciprocal. We learn from our clients the real-world issues that they are faced with and help
them solve those.
Where the vendor label bothers me the most is when it comes to securing speaking opportunities. I am occasionally
told that we love your topic or your abstract, but you need to partner with an end-user to get on the agenda. The fear
is that the presentation will be a corporate sales pitch . Trust me it won’t. This is tough for me to accept because what
we are “selling” is innovation and to get that message across mindsets need to change way before the time comes to
choose a software company!
Not only do I consider myself to be fortunate to work where I do, and do the things that I do, but the appreciation
is magnified because of our focus on the mission of building better software so that our clients can run smarter
businesses. Contributing to the evolution of security services has been a career long focus of mine.
So, if you deliver security services or manage a security team have a long, hard look at what your frontline team does
and what other value it can bring! Understand the options that are out there that will help you grow yourself and your
career in this best-practice based industry, and particularly where you can make a difference!
Find your lenses and guide your career!
Mark Folmer, CPP, MSyI
TrackTik

Mark Folmer, CPP, FSyI
Mark was named to the prestigious IFSEC Global influencers list
in 2018 & 2019 for “Security Thought Leadership”.
An highly active international security figure and member of ASIS
and a Fellow of the UK Security Institute.
A world renown data-driven Operations & Security leadership expert, he is
based in Canada
and is the Vice President, Security, for TrackTiK, a cutting edge tech company.
Mark is also a lecturer and commentator on global security issues.

Tracktik.com
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Security Workforce
Management
Software
Automate manual processes, roster your
staff, generate reports from captured
data, and demonstrate the value of your
security operations.

+44 (0)2039 667193 | DEMO@TRACKTIK.COM | TRACKTIK.COM
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ADULT
LEARNING AND
CONTINUING
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT (CPD)

by Patrick Smith. Emeritus Professor.

Introduction
Pete is a mechanic. He’s bored with his job. It’s a slog to get himself into work each day and it shows in his body
language. But get him onto the topic of Bonsai and he’s a different person. His face lights up, he voices rises by a few
notes and he’s animated, eager to share his knowledge and enthusiasm for Bonsai and Japanese culture as a whole.
He radiates enthusiasm and absorbs information like a sponge - his mind is open, eager to learn.
Chris manages teams of stewards mainly at football grounds. He’s bored most of the time and shows it. He’s been
around, done all the jobs around events and feels that his experience and knowledge are not recognised by his
superiors. In short, he’s not valued. With Chris you either do the job his way, or not at all. If you cross him, you
don’t work for him again. And he’s dead against any form of training – it’s all rubbish, nothing new – he’s seen it all,
you can’t teach him anything. His mind is closed.
Both are living examples of the ideas of Growth and Fixed Mindsets. According to Caroline Dweck an American
scholar, those with a Growth Mindset believe that through effort and commitment there is always something to be
learned, whilst those with a Fixed Mindset repeatedly need to assert themselves, forever proving that they’re right,
avoiding challenges and preserving their superiority. In workshops and training events Growth Mindset individuals
are a pleasure to work with; the challenges posed by those with Fixed Mindsets however, are huge. These determine
how individuals respond to CPD.
Of course, most of us fall somewhere between these extremes, in some circumstances we can hold one view in one
situation and another view in another situation – take Pete’s attitude towards his job, for example. But mindsets –
defined roughly as views or beliefs that we hold about ourselves – determine how we approach things, how we react
and behave, our outlooks and attitudes.
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Adult Learning
It’s difficult to say much new about adult learning, because the basics of it have been known for decades, - well, most
of it – though recent findings in the field of neuroscience are changing understandings. The puzzle of adult learning,
its problems and possibilities, is that it’s both familiar and yet unrecognised; it’s something that we do unconsciously,
so obvious that we tend not to recognise it as we learn, or see others learning – a case, perhaps, of not seeing the
wood for the trees.
Research tells us that adults are practical and realistic, that they need to see the relevance of what they’re being
presented with to what they do, what they already know. That adult learners are self-motivated; that they want
control over what they’re learning, and that experience and preferences play central roles in determining an
individual’s willingness and capability to learn. Mindsets then are critically important in determining whether or
not an individual learns, is willing or able to learn.
Personal experience too, in the form of understandings and attitudes accumulated and developed throughout life,
also determines just how receptive an individual might be to learn. Learning, as the transformation of experience into
useful knowledge, has gained increasing recognition in recent decades. Personal experience and the understandings
that it embodies then represent huge and often unrealised reservoirs of untapped resources which, once accessed,
can surprise, creating new insights, understandings and knowledge.
The job for the facilitator would seem therefore not so much to instruct as to create the conditions in which
individuals in groups can access, realise and critically explore those untapped resources for the purposes of creating
new knowledge. Einstein got there first;

“I never teach my pupils; I only attempt to provide the conditions in which they can learn.”
Facilitating Learning
It’s challenging. Whilst there is a role for instruction, that need is reducing as individuals develop more effective
internet search skills. Catering for the learning of mature adults requires a sophisticated range of Facilitation skills
from Instructor, Guide to Nurse. An experienced facilitator with a genuine interest in learners, having developed an
extensive repertoire of skills, will shift easily between these roles as required
Perhaps the most important thing that a facilitator can do is to help people to learn how to learn; that is, to become
aware of their beliefs, understandings and attitudes, to manage them in order to get the most out of situations and
opportunities. And more than a touch of humility helps – the wise facilitator recognises that within any group
there are those who are highly experienced and intelligent – engaging them, affording them opportunities to share,
discuss, even argue, are essential to promoting learning.
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
The Context
Historically, CPD was what individuals did from choice, out of interest in their work. It was entirely voluntary and
motivated by a passion to improve. Recent decades have reversed this arrangement with CPD becoming a mandated
requirement to provide evidence of development. The reasons for this reversal are interesting and various, but
principally, reflect the emergence of a culture of scepticism and doubt about professions and experts – however, that’s
beyond the scope of this article, beyond noting that mandatory requirements and professional autonomy are uneasy
bedfellows.
The fly in that ointment of this reversal and the current status quo is that the process of demonstrating what counts as
development has proved both difficult and contentious, with the result that compromise has reduced the process to
the level of absurdity. The solution was to focus on the collection of quantitative data in the form of CPD points and
hours – yielding the least useful data and generating a host of negative outcomes, such as the cynical manipulation
of responses. You can lead a horse…
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Intentions and Purposes
CPD aims to ensure that individuals are competent, qualified and continue to learn, demonstrating that their
knowledge and skills are up-to-date and deployed in the best interests of clients or customers. CPD is not only about
knowledge and skills, but also about developing those personal qualities that help get things done, factors such as
influence, empathy, the ability to persuade. In so doing CPD not only develops individuals but contributes towards
professionalising the occupation.
Occupations eager to establish their professional credentials over the years have tied themselves in knots searching
for a suitable combination of carrot and stick in their attempts to persuade members to comply with their CPD
commitments. Agreement over principles, it seems, is relatively easy, compared to the challenges of implementation.
Recording CPD
However, help is at hand. There are plenty of organisations and agencies eager to help you demonstrate your
credentials. Their websites are awash with references to raising standards, enhancing performance and securing
competitive advantage, whilst assuring you that evidencing CPD is straight-forward and simple. Provision is heralded
as “industry-recognised,” “globally renowned,” “award winning” with “90% pass rates” amongst other inducements.
Interestingly, drop-out rates are not referred to.
Buying these services guarantees that you keep pace with current standards, deliver a professional service to your
clients, make positive contributions to your team and company, and enhance your prospects of promotion. So, don’t
get left behind, to stand still is to go backward – roll up, sign up and become professional – and do it online in your
own time. After all, what have you got to lose?
In reality however, CPD is often a paper exercise in which the flimsiest of evidence is accepted in support of CPD
claims. Does informally mentoring a new member of staff count? Does that section you helped write in the business
plan count towards CPD, or is it just part and parcel of your job? Is attendance at a seminar or conference sufficient
evidence? And if so, how much credit might you get for it, and who decides? Jumping through hoops is likely to
reinforce closed mindsets.
Concluding Comments
Quite apart from the challenges of working with adults to support their learning and the difficulties of recording that
learning in any meaningful way, there is the issue of the diverse nature of the security industry. The security industry
is not of a piece, but a collection of different groups. Any CPD provision has to take account of these groups – their
backgrounds, motivations and cultures – from the blue light, the military to that substantial group who might be said
to have ‘fallen into’ stewarding.
What are the attitudes, predispositions and motivations of the respective groups, and how might these, best be
addressed in order to engage them in the pursuit of professionalising the industry? As a matter of urgency, this is the
discussion that needs to be had around these questions.
An additional and important discussion surrounds the term professional. Repeatedly proclaiming an occupation to
be a profession does not make it one, rather it serves the devalue the term. The security industry needs to consider
just what it means to be professional.
Meantime, Chris will continue to view CPD with cynicism and disdain, and Pete will be going through the motions,
whilst dreaming about bonsai and Japan.
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Patrick Smith. Emeritus Professor.
Patrick is a Director at the highly regarded Silverback Security Academy,
Heriz Associates Ltd and a Consultant at Mind Over Matter Consultancy
Ltd. He has a passion for designing and running professional development
events for adults in the private, public and third sectors.
In the last 20 or so years his interests have focused on the workplace
as a source of learning and development, most recently, among others,
through work at Silverback Security Academy and the SES Group’s
Management Development Pathway.

Vocational Qualifications Offered:
•
•
EST: 1996

Professional Security Officer opportunities:
NASDU acknowledges the skills and experience of
private sector Security Dog Handlers and offers the
opportunity to become BS 8517 compliant

•
•

Level 2 Award for a Security Dog Handler
• Pathways: GP, Patrol Dog
Level 3 Certificate for a Security Dog Handler
• Pathways: GP Advanced Tracking
Level 3 Certificate for a Detection Dog Handler
• Pathways: Drugs, Live Body, Victim Recovery etc.
Level 4 Certificate for a Detection Dog Handler
• Pathways: Explosive Detection, VS, Cargo etc.

All qualifications are endorsed by HABC an Awarding
Organisation authorised by OFQUAL and recognised by the SIA
Telephone: 01483 224 320
Fax: 01483 224 735
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E-mail: info@nasdu.co.uk
Web: www.nasdu.co.uk

www.nahs.org.uk

Continuing Professional Development (CPD) for
Individuals in the Healthcare Security Sector
Foreword by John Currie, Executive Director NAHS
It is agreed that we should all embrace our own personal and professional development and growth and strive to
improve our skill set as this not only enhances our employability but also improves our chances of progression and
promotion within the Security field. For those officers employed in the Healthcare Security area this becomes more
of a challenge as Healthcare specific CPD is somewhat limited, verging on the non-existent. The cessation of the
NHS Accredited Security Management Specialist training following the dissolution of NHS Protect, the suspension
of all external training provision and the withdrawal of the accrediting University from the process, all mean that
there is no NHS led development or Security Management CPD. NAHS is exploring a number of options and has
recently set up a working group which will be looking at training, CPD and how the association can assist and
support its members.
Mike Lees, NAHS Executive Director responsible for Governance has written an article, first published in the NAHS
Members monthly newsletter in June 2019 that may help Healthcare Security professionals ‘see the wood for the
trees’ and come to a decision on the CPD pathway that best suits them. In his article, Mike talks specifically about
the CPD opportunities provided by the Security Institute.
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Continuing Professional Development and
the 'Move to Prove'

Author - Mike Lees, NAHS Executive Director.

During my years as a NHS security manager (ASMS) working for an acute hospital Trust, but with some experience
in a former PCT, I am proud to be associated with some of the most professional security personnel in the public
sector. It is awesome to work with people who have years more healthcare experience than me, a better handle
on the NHS and have commitment where occasionally I feel I fall short. Alongside this I carry equal feelings of
disappointment, head banging and gobsmacking frustration. Why?
As NHS security managers we need to ‘Move to Prove’ how competent we are in protecting huge rafts of the critical
national infrastructure and our valuable staff. In saying this I include both our accredited and non-accredited security
colleagues. How do we do this?
One sure-fire way forward is to consider joining a professional body, via membership validation, completing annual
continuing professional development (CPD), networking and moving through that professional development. Two
organisations come immediately to mind for healthcare security, ASIS and The Security Institute, and this article
will focus on how the Institute can provide you with that capacity to ‘Move to Prove’. My friend and colleague Mike
Hurst will be only to willing to advise on the ASIS International pathway. It also goes without saying that NAHS will
provide any advice and support and is looking to adopt its own competency framework in the near future.
As I am a member and regular attender of the Security Institute’s Validation Board and Validation Board Working
Group, John Currie asked if I could give some advice on the essential ‘Move to Prove’ on how qualified and competent
you are:
Application is easy via the Security Institute’s website and depending on individual qualifications and experience has
fast-track routes to membership.
The Institute has a full-time Membership Secretary Paula Stanbridge, the most pleasant and helpful person you could
ever contact. Paula is always willing to have a look through individual CV’s and can be emailed at:Paula@Security-Institute.org
The Validation Board meets monthly so your application will be dealt with quickly and as Paula personally attends
each one; all feedback and results are quickly communicated.
The Validation Board is made up of 36 highly qualified, experienced security professionals from various backgrounds
and each application is considered on merit and scrupulously scored. Each meeting has an average attendance of
between 10 and 16 Board members.
The validation process is completed anonymously, so even if an applicant is known to members of the Validation
Board, it is only possible to award membership grades based on the information and supporting evidence submitted.
The Institute also provides the following opportunities:
• Access to the Professional Development and Mentoring Portals.
• Qualifications in Security Management at RQF Levels 3, 5 and 7.
• Young Members Forum.
• Opportunity to participate in Special Interest Groups.
• A varied programme of events throughout the year including those organised by CPD partner organisations.
• Access to job opportunities.
• Discounted rates with partner organisations for conferences, training and education.
• Members only LinkedIn Group for networking, advice and support.
• Bi-monthly e-news and regular email updates
continued >>>
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Most NHS security colleagues should successfully attain Associate member (ASyI) status with many aspiring to
Member (MSyI) status. Members can look to achieving Fellowship (FSyI) of the Institute following 2 years and
submission of annual CPD submission. The Institute also provides mentorship and guidance towards Chartered
Security Professional (CSyP) status and inclusion on the register of security professionals. I am certainly aware of
NHS colleagues who could accomplish what is internationally considered the qualification gold standard.
Your ‘Move to Prove’ is a very cost-effective method of demonstrating and authenticating your professional
competences to senior managers, medical/nursing colleagues, key stakeholders and all service users. I can
unequivocally confirm that following my registration, a number of colleagues now approach me differently in respect
of security problems and many of our Trust self-proclaimed security experts are less confident of advising me which
access method or lock is better.
It's also great to wave a current CPD certificate about at your annual appraisal. My Director now automatically asks
for this every year which in itself tells a story. It evidences development, learning and that maybe we do a reasonable
job.
I also appreciate that my views are not necessarily mainstream in that I have always believed that your professional
development is an individual responsibility that doesn’t come without some small cost and personal sacrifice.
On recent occasions I have attended national security events and conferences and on checking delegate lists find
only a small number of public sector representatives and even less from UK healthcare. One I distinctly remember
last year had 285 attendees of which 8 were public sector and only 3 from the NHS. Could we be missing great
development and networking opportunities in ensuring we keep our staff, patients and assets safe and secure?
Membership of a professional body is a great way to self-evidence that ‘Move to Prove’.

www.NAHS.org.uk
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Who to Follow On Social Media?

September 2019.

S

ocial media can be a fantastic source of news, knowledge and even networking opportunities. Just recognise
and avoid the current torrent of, and I hate to use the term, “Fake News”...
Twitter tends to be the ‘go to’ source for up to date news and views. LinkedIn has a huge stockpile of articles
giving advice and guidance across the whole spectrum of Security. Facebook has a large number of interactive pages
on many security fields, giving you a chance to voice your opinion and hear the thoughts of others. Instagram has a
huge stockpile of people photographing their dinner or showing everybody how great they look in a mirror! (Very
bitter. Did you get banned again?......... Ed.)
For our purposes, Twitter and LinkedIn are the formats to get involved in, with the highest amount of industry
professionals out there, giving their valuable views and advice.
If I were you, I’d find and follow these people:-

Michael O’Sullivan

@ProSecurityMag
Co-Founder TPSO Magazine, worked UK security industry since 1989, many
different roles. Military experience French Foreign Legion Rapid Intervention
Force
https://twitter.com/ProSecurityMag

Paul Drury FSyI

@ChatbackSy
Security Pro & Vice Chairman and Fellow of @syinstitut
https://twitter.com/ChatbackSy

Philip Ingram MBE

@PhilipIngMBE
Freelance Norn Iron security, cyber, intelligence, terrorism & geopolitics
journalist. CBRN expert. Former senior intelligence & security officer. Usual
Caveats
https://twitter.com/PhilipIngMBE

Dan Kaszeta

@DanKaszeta
Life-long security and CBRN specialist. Veteran. Writer. Londoner. US-UK
Dual National.
https://twitter.com/DanKaszeta

Mike Hurst, CPP

@_MikeHurst
Disrupting paradigms. CPP®️Top 10 security influencer. MD - HJA Recruitment
https://twitter.com/_MikeHurst
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Andy Blackwell

@bsc_secure
Threat and Risk Consulting. Director @BSC, @3DAssurance. Advisor @
ISARRUK. Partners: @NCCGroupPlc @Redline_AvSec. fmr. Head of Security @
virginatlantic. SeMS
https://twitter.com/bsc_secure

Mike Gillespie

@Advent_IM_MD
Managing Director of Advent IM Ltd, Member of Select Committee on Cyber
Intelligence CSCSS
https://twitter.com/Advent_IM_MD

BrianSims BA (Hons) Hon FSyI

@RiskXtra
Brian Sims BA (Hons) Hon FSyI, Editor, Risk Xtra (Pro-Activ Publications)
https://twitter.com/RiskXtra

NBCC

@BusinessCrimeUK
The National Business Crime Centre is working with businesses and police to
reduce crime.
https://twitter.com/BusinessCrimeUK

Will Geddes

@willgeddes
Intl Security Specialist | Analyst for Press & Media | Cat Dad | Best-Selling
Author of: Parent Alert: How to Keep Your Kids Safe Online
https://twitter.com/willgeddes

ASIS UK CHAPTER

@ASIS_UK
With 35,000 members we are the global leader in security education,
certification network & standards,. Educate, Engage, Empower Xchange.
https://twitter.com/ASIS_UK

Dr. Alison Wakefield

@SyIChair
Dr Alison Wakefield FSyI, Chairman of the @SyInstitute, the UK’s largest
association for security professionals. See also @SyInstituteCE.
https://twitter.com/SyIChair
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Mahbubul Islam CSyP

@MahbubulCSyP
Director - The Security Institute. Chartered Security Professional who likes
to highlight that Cyber Security is a property of something else. Amputee and
proud.
https://twitter.com/mahbubulCsYP

Mark Tucknutt

@MarkTucknutt
Founder of Toren Consulting. Co-Chair of the SyI Built Environment Security
SIG. SQSS, SABRE CP and CA. Tweets do not reflect SyI positions.
https://twitter.com/marktucknutt

Nicola Whiting
@CyberGoGiver

CSO, Titania Ltd | Infosec Geek | ESTJ-A| Amazon Bestselling Author &
Speaker | Believes in Go-Giving | Is ActuallyAutistic
https://twitter.com/cybergogiver

Richard Bell

@securityspeak
Chief Operating Officer @TenIntelligence; global investigation and protection
group • Director @cybersimplified • @hyufc_official • @FootBellR (views are
mine)
https://twitter.com/securityspeak

Security Analyst

@Selyst
Managing Consultant at SRSRM, Member of the Security Institute. Can help
with that sticky security problem.
https://twitter.com/selyst

Stephen Mackenzie

@StephenFireRisk
Independent fire, security & resilience advisor. International innovator,
researcher & campaigner. Public speaker, media commentator & technical
author.
https://twitter.com/stephenfirerisk

Tony O Brien

Training and Development Specialist
Specialist in the field of security, safety and the management of conflict and
risk in organisations. Helping organisations develop solutions to their risk
management and conflict management processes.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tonyobriensecurity
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Ian Todd

@SIAChiefExec
CEO at the Security Industry Authority
https://twitter.com/SIAChiefExec

Michael Allen

@MichaelAllenCSO
Security Advocate. Author
https://twitter.com/MichaelAllenCSO

James Morris
@JamesMorris82

https://twitter.com/JamesMorris82

Bonnie Butlin

Co-Founder & Executive Director, Security Partners’ Forum & Expert Network
Member (Cybersecurity) @ World Economic Forum
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bonnie-butlin-560b2439/

Ellie Hurst ASyI

Cyber Security Consulting * Reducing the risk of cyber security incidents
through friendly, bespoke services & training
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elliehurst/

Nicholas Reed (ASMS, MSc, MSyI, MIPSA, TechIOSH)
Head of Protective Services - passionate strategic risk, security, safety and
governance professional
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicholasreed1978/

Rollo Davies MSyI

The Professional Security Officer Magazine
Editor of this new publication for FRONT LINE Security Professionals, always
passionate about security, in all its forms.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rollodavies
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Grant Lecky MSc. CSyP, CBCP, CMCP, CORP

Training and Development Specialist
Editorial Board Member, Canadian Who’s Who and Expert Network Member
(Risk & Resilience) at the World Economic Forum.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/grantlecky

John Sephton MSyI

Account Director
Account Director and business continuity and risk professional. 18 years
experience in improving, managing and innovating security contracts. Leading,
mentoring and motivating large teams.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnsephton

Peer Publishing Ltd

The Professional Security Officer Magazine
The magazine for FRONT LINE Security Professionals. Written by front line
Security Officers, it will have all the news, views, helpful info, product reviews,
good ideas and articles that YOU want to read.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tpso

Peter Houlis BA(Hons) CSyP, FSyl, CTSP

Chartered Security Professional Security Consultant, Director The Security
Institute
https://www.linkedin.com/in/peter-houlis-ba-hons-csyp-fsyl-ctsp-4548262/

Peter Jones

Chief Executive | Nineteen Group | International Organiser of Major-Scale
Trade Exhibitions
https://www.linkedin.com/in/peter-jones-0b501010/

Dr Rachel Anne Carter, MSyI

Cyber Innovation; Manager and Co-Founder Journal of Terrorism & Cyber
Insurance; Insurance Director
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rachelannecarter/

Dr Richard Diston DSyRM MSc CISSP CISA CRISC CGEIT

Cyber Security Instructor at Firebrand Training
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-richard-diston-dsyrm-msc-cissp-cisa-crisc-cgeit32a8021b/
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The Security Institute

The Security Institute is the largest membership organisation based in the UK
with members worldwide. Currently over 2,600 members across all types of
businesses, and at all stages of their security career.
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-security-institute/

John Currie

Head of Security, Lewisham & Greenwich NHS Trust & Executive Director at
National Association for Healthcare Security
https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-currie-348423a/
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Continuing Professional Development?
Think SeMS

by John Wood & Andy Blackwell

N

o one knows an organisation’s unique risks better than its front-line staff. We always say front-line security
personnel know the ‘real’ risks, which is why we advise clients to include them in the threat and risk
discussions.

The best managers recognise this and work to engage the team in enhancing security beyond the basic procedures.
The consultants’ speak for this is security culture. Vague words but a very practical, real thing: a better description
would perhaps be “the way we do things round here”. If the staff engagement is done properly, it enriches the security
picture with their insights but possibly more important it energises the enthusiastic collaboration of these subject
matter experts by giving recognition to their value. It’s a win-win solution.

In the security world, one of the best catalysts we have found to facilitate staff engagement and CPD is the SeMS
Framework1. Although it was originally created for aviation, you will be able to see how it actually applies to all
industries. It’s easy to read, stimulates thinking and prompts personal development as well as security enhancement.
Organisations we have worked with have found the SeMS does all this and embeds security into the fabric of the
organisation. This is what a positive security culture means, and it’s the cornerstone of the Security Management
System. SeMS has become a bit of a buzzword but in reality it is just good management practice, so for example
engaging the front-line as we have just described is good for culture and for threat and risk but is also making best
use of resources, something that every manager is charged with doing but does not always achieve (not that we are
suggesting you judge your current manager).
But what have SeMS and security culture got to do with CPD?
Too many people confuse CPD with formal education. The problem with the vast majority of education is that it
aims to fill you with knowledge, whereas experience fills you with understanding. True CPD harnesses and develops
understanding by building on past experience and what Albert Einstein called Thought Experiments – working
things out for himself.
1

CAP1223 SeMS Framework from the UK Civil Aviation Authority

http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?appid=11&mode=detail&id=6543
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We would encourage all front-line security professionals to read the SeMS framework and ask themselves “What
does this mean for me? What can I bring to my organisation?”. Imagine the number of CPD points this would be
worth!
We’ve already covered one of the ten chapters, Threat and risk management, so let’s look at a couple of others.
The chapter on Continuous improvement talks about
pro-active evaluation of the whole security operation.
This is not a dreaded Organisation Development project
(we all know what those do to headcount), this is more
akin to Quality Circles where all staff are empowered
not just to make a suggestion but to test it out, and if it
works put it into operation. The purpose is to challenge
“we’ve always done it that way”, which may not have
been right in the first place and anyway is very likely
to have decayed because the business and environment
are constantly changing. An easy CPD win here would
be to look up Quality Circle on the internet and see if it
could be adapted for your organisation.
Chapter 9 of the Framework covers Culture and
education. Most organisations think of education as a
training programme to be delivered to the staff. Our
view is that telling people is less effective than enabling
them to learn for themselves, and our approach is to
suggest all the topics in Chapter 9 as items for personal
research. For example: Does the organisation have clear
security objectives? Are my responsibilities stated clearly? Are all the procedures up to date, accessible in all the
right places and clear to follow? Do I know how I could contribute positively to the organisation’s security culture?
All the other chapters have CPD angles too, which we’ll leave for you to explore (all the best maths textbooks leave
you hanging like that, with words like “this is left as an exercise for the reader”).
We are sure that after you have absorbed the SeMS Framework, you will be keen and able to research other sources
in areas like risk management, communication and corporate engagement, resourcing and budgeting. One of
our favourites is Doughnut Economics2 which has nothing to do with security, or for that matter doughnuts, but
taught us a lot about managing resources and making an holistic business case for security investment. The key
message from Doughnut Economics is that you can have too much of a good thing. Over-zealous security may not
increase the actual level of protection, and could well cost more, constrain the business operation and/or drive away
customers. Business cases are all about getting the balance right.
You will probably have noticed we think CPD should not be thought of as a rigid, formal process. We run client
workshops designed to help people develop their SeMS for themselves by giving them the understanding as well as
the knowledge, but not ready-made solutions. They learn by doing. We start out more expert than them, because
we’ve done it before, but they catch up very quickly and when they overtake us (which happens more often than you
might think) we find we gain our own CPD – new insights and learnings from the discussions and thought processes
of the delegates. Discussions like this, which anyone could organise, are important sources of CPD that cannot be
found in textbooks.
Finally, do you remember Teach Yourself books? Teach Yourself Security Management has been published – that’s
what the SeMS framework is. Get your free copy today and if you think your manager could do with a copy, tell him/
her it’s the equivalent of Security Management For Dummies.
2

Doughnut Economics by Kate Raworth available from good bookstores or Amazon
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John Wood

Director, 3DAssurance
John was responsible at the UK CAA for developing the SeMS framework, working with and guiding many industry
stakeholders. Experienced in design and implementation of effective strategic change in public and private sectors,
John has been a lead designer of numerous governance, risk and compliance systems.

Andy Blackwell

Director, 3DAssurance
Andy is widely acknowledged as a SeMS and aviation security expert. As Head of Security at Virgin Atlantic, he was
the first to implement the SeMS Framework. Now a leading SeMS exponent, Andy has authored numerous articles
on SeMS and security, and speaks regularly at international security events.

www.3dassurance.com
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ONE DAY EVENT
DEDICATED TO THE
SAFETY, SECURITY
AND WELLBEING
OF LONE WORKERS
Tuesday 15th October 2019 | Central London
Conference with highly respected speakers,
interactive workshops and ‘Ask the Experts’
sessions, all running alongside an
opportunity to talk to trusted exhibitors.

Whether you need to understand your legal
obligations for managing lone or remote workers
or want practical advice on how to minimise risks
with training and technology, our event is the perfect
place to gain valuable information and guidance.

Discounted rate of £175.00 and a full day of CPD points available for readers.
Just quote TPSO as your discount code when registering online at www.loneworkersafety.com

loneworkersafetyexpo.com
info@loneworkersafetyexpo.com
01926 315511
@LWS_conference
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The Dangers of
Cutting Lone
Workers’
Training

by Nicole Vazquez

I

t is no secret that training budgets are one of the first to get cut when times get tough.
However, when it comes to abandoning lone worker safety and security training, for both
front line staff and their managers, this decision may not only be short-sighted, but also
potentially dangerous and expensive.

Frontline lone workers need to be some of the most skilled people in our businesses, not only are they the face of
our company, they make decisions on our behalf that could affect the safety and security of themselves and others.
So, if these staff are the centre of our business, we need to ensure that we provide them with the skills and knowledge
they need to enhance our business and keep themselves and others safe.
I was once told a story about Walt Disney who was challenged by his finance team on the training budget. “Walt,
what if we train them and then they leave?” His reply, “What if we don’t train them and they stay?” I think there is
wisdom in these words (whether or not Disney actually said them)!
We discussed with some of our clients the reasons why they stop (or freeze) training and although not a scientific
study by any stretch of the imagination, the answers are interesting:
•
•
•
•

Lack of funds – when money is tight, training in general is not seen as business critical or essential. It can be
seen as a ‘it can wait’ expense and it goes into the ‘next year’ pile.
Unable to release staff – with less people doing more work there is no slack in the business (especially when
the staff member in question is a lone worker – who will cover their shift!)
Not on our agenda at present – other priorities take over. Business planning for Brexit was an interesting
one that got mentioned!
No easily accessible training available – it’s hard to find appropriate training that covers what we need.

It’s notable that there is one reason that is significant by its absence; no-one said it was
because the training wasn’t needed!
continued >>>
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Lone Working Risks
Lone working increases the risk to staff in many different ways and as, by default, lone workers rely on their own
judgement and actions to keep themselves safe, training is one key way to equip staff with the skills and strategies
needed. This need does not diminish because budgets do. It is true that there is a cost to providing training, although
I would argue there could be a greater cost to not training for the wellbeing of staff, the bottom line and the business’
reputation if incidents occur.
Moving to using more lone workers makes perfect business sense with the potential savings in staff costs, so long
as any risks to the individual and the business are controlled. If some of the potential savings made are invested in
training then this can offset some of the risks, help staff to feel valued, supported and ensure the benefits of lone
working are maximised.

So how can we make sure that our staff get the professional development they need and
the business gains the benefits of well trained staff?
Our ethos is that you should always start with managers. “Provide professional development to those who will
develop others”.
Often managers are the group that are missed out, even when lone worker training is in full flow. And yet, this is the
group that has to actively manage the risks to lone workers and the fall out when it goes wrong. If you not convinced
about the need to train your managers, think about these questions:
•
•
•
•

Do your managers understand how lone working impacts on the potential for and outcome of aggressive or
violent incidents? Do they know how it can affect stress levels or mental health issues?
Do they understand the need for risk assessments and are they aware of risk controls appropriate for lone
working? Do they make sure they are in place and monitored?
Do they promote and model expected behaviours, coach lone workers and reinforce messages in one-to-ones
and in team briefings?
Do they know what to do if an incident does occur and could they effectively support their team or manage
the media?

Options

Businesses need to be more creative in how they deliver training to overcome the challenges of budget constraints
and staff availability. We have supported organisations with finding various solutions that in different combinations
have had engaging and effective results.
•

•
•
•
•

E-learning – great for awareness raising and starting the conversation about safety and lone working. If well
designed with an interactive element, it can be a successful tool for sharing and checking knowledge as well as
communicating policies, procedures and expectations. E-learning works well as a solid base for further initiatives
and allows staff to complete at their own pace and take control of their time.
On-line communities – these can be a great way to keep the conversation going and as a platform for sharing
information, concerns and best practice. As well as training these can be used to collect information from lone
workers who would otherwise have no easy way of sharing their experiences, concerns and ideas.
Lunch ‘n’ learn – for lone workers who work away from base, this can be an informal way of getting groups
together. Building on bite size chunks of information is often a good way of increasing learning retention and
short regular meetings allow lone workers to become part of a larger group, building supportive relationships.
One-day industry or topic events – great for gathering information and education from a range of experts that
you would not normally have access to. Fabulous for networking and learning from other organisations, both in
the security industry and in other sectors.
Embedding Champions – training specific individuals within the business to be the central point of contact
for lone working issues. They should be trained with underpinning knowledge, well versed in the policies and
procedures and proactively promote and support their use. Often we provide a second line of support for the
Champions who may themselves need advice and guidance.
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•

Targeted high impact training – there is no getting away from the fact that there will be some groups of
lone workers that will need specific risk-based training. Lone Workers who face the potential for conflict or
violence and aggression for example may need experiential conflict management training to provide them
with proven skills and techniques alongside the opportunity to try out the skills (and gain valuable feedback)
in realistic scenarios.

It is unlikely that any of the above in isolation would provide sufficient training, but a combination of some the above
could deliver a cost effective way of providing the necessary professional development for your lone workers and
their managers – unless of course you really think they don’t need it!

Continued Professional Development
For staff and managers to buy-in to the training provided, it is worth thinking about what they want and what they
will get from it. The obvious knowledge and confidence should be a given. However, we have noticed that many
more staff are interested in Continued Professional Development (CPD) schemes. It provides proof that this person
is committed to their career and see it as more than just a job. And as more and more employers are expecting an up
to date CPD file from prospective employees (or those seeking advancement) it is becoming a necessity in today’s
job market.
If you just thought back to the comments from Disney’s finance team, “What if we train them and they leave?”
Remember; capable, well-trained, quality staff are good for your business and enhance the reputation of the
security industry as a whole – making it an easier place to recruit in to and a safer place to work.
Editors’ Note:
For more information please contact Nicole Vazquez nicole@worthwhiletraining.com 07714896714

Nicole Vazquez
Nicole has been the Managing Director of Worthwhile Training for 20
years. Her company offers training to support businesses in managing
the risks associated with lone working, work-related stress, violence and
aggression, bullying and harassment. They work across many industries
including security, retail, rail and government bodies.
Nicole is also the organiser of the Lone Worker Safety Expo Conference,
the only event in the UK focussed on the safety, security and wellbeing of
lone workers. Readers of TPSO are entitled to a reduced delegate fee and
everyone who attends gets a full day of CPD points. The event is on the
15th October in Central London.

www.worthwhiletraining.com
www.loneworkersafetyexpo.com
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CPD, Professionalism
& Further Regulation
by Rob Kennedy BA(Hons) MSyI

The Doctor vs the Security Consultant
Should you need medical attention and attend a hospital you
will expect that the doctor, surgeon or specialist that deals with
you is an expert in their field. They will have both academic
and vocational qualifications combined with experiential
learning and a verified record of continuous professional
development. After all, medical professionals are responsible
for people’s lives, so you would expect them to be competent.
Compare this to the current UK security industry. When security is required can we honestly say that all security
managers and consultants are of the same standard? Do we have the means to verify the competence of individuals?
Do all security managers and consultants have academic and or vocational qualifications? Do all security managers
and consultants undertake a programme of continuous professional development? The answer is sadly no, despite
security managers and consultants also being responsible for people’s lives.
This is not the fault of the individual, we all operate in an environment that enables this situation to occur.
Many professions of course expect individuals to achieve chartered status, with that being the benchmark to
demonstrate the individual is at the top of his or her profession. Chartered surveyors, accountants and managers are
all terms that are recognised by the general public. Chartered status symbolises that a profession has…standards! Of
course, chartered status will not be achievable for all however, professionalism is.
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Defining Professionalism
To be professional is more than simply being paid to do a certain job. A quick online search produces the below
definitions of a professional which would certainly rule out many within the UK private security industry:
‘Person formally certified by a professional body of belonging to a specific profession by virtue of having completed a
required course of studies and/or practice. And whose competence can usually be measured against an established set
of standards’ (Business Directory)
‘1. A person, who is a member of a professional body due to the education qualification and follows the prescribed
moral and professional code of conduct. 2. A person who has mastered a high level of expertise in a subject, notion on
field.’ (The Law Dictionary).
Ultimately, the professionalism of the security industry needs to be judged like any other industry. At present
employing organisations are responsible for training of security staff. Unfortunately, contracts are awarded mostly
on price, with savings often made by reducing staff development and training. This lack of development often results
in poor performance and high staff turnover, something must change!

How can this be changed?
I recently conducted some research regarding the professionalisation of the UK security industry which naturally
focused upon training and regulation. As part of this research a survey was produced which received just under
one hundred responses from verified UK security operatives. Key themes that the research identified as possible
solutions to the professionalisation of the industry included:
A.
B.
C.
D.

The basic SIA training was not adequate- the standards need to be raised.
The combining of the door supervisor and security officer license to enable a ‘general’ security license.
A tiered licensing system starting at; security officer, specialist security officer etc.
Standardised and regulated training for supervisors which would enable individuals to gain a ‘supervisor’
level SIA licence.
E. Standardised and regulated training for managers that would enable individuals to gain a ‘management’
level SIA license.
F. Standardised and regulated training for security consultants that would enable an individual to gain a
‘consultants’ level SIA license.
The reason that I chose this research subject was due to a fantastic paper produced by Button and Stiernstedt that
compared the regulation, which included training of the private security industry across EU states. The Confederation
of European Security Services advises that 120 hours of mandatory training is recommended for unarmed security
guards. This is surpassed by many countries including for example; Romania (360 hours), Hungary (320 hours) and
Sweden (288 hours).
The UK scored poorly in the league table (20th out of 26 EU states with a regulated industry) mainly due to the low
hours of mandatory training and lack of refresher training (CPD). Criticisms of the SIA for not regulating those that
deliver training with a ‘trainer’ license also impacted the low league placing. The league table also scores the SIA zero
points for not providing supervisor or management training.
The overarching theme that can be interpreted from the research I conducted is that individuals within the UK
private security industry both want and need to be better trained. They would also welcome further regulation to
enable a tiered licensing system from security officer to security consultant.
continued >>>
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Currently there are many options available for learners to spend their hard-earned wages upon, what we do not have
is a standardised pathway. There are also numerous academic routes for learners to spend even more of their hardearned money on (trust me, I know) but which is best? At present, there is a danger of training providers setting
the standards of management training. Considering the current threat environment, is this wise? It runs the risk of
following the path of close protection training, that being some courses being significantly better than most of the
others (which is a concern).

Learning from Disaster

On the 11th May 1985, spectators filled the Valley Parade football ground for the eagerly awaited match between
Bradford City and Lincoln City. Within minutes of the kick-off fire ripped through the stands, 56 people were killed
and at least 265 injured. This brought about numerous changes to not only the building of stadiums but also the
stewarding and training of those responsible for spectator safety. The training of spectator stewards as we now know
it has a standardised pathway that links with the relevant National Occupational Standards. The pathway identifies
the minimum requirement from entry level (Level 2) to supervisor (Level 3) to management (Level 4) due to the
learning from Bradford.
How many disasters do we tolerate before we have an equivalent standardised pathway within the wider security
industry? At the recent Step Change Summit, I listened to Figen Murray talk about her son Martyn. Martyn was
killed when Salman Ramadan Abedi detonated his device at the Manchester Ariana Grande concert. Now Figen
Murray is campaigning for the introduction of ‘Martyn’s Law’, which aims to standardise the base layer of security at
crowded places and venues into legislation.
As an industry we need to adopt this altruistic approach and take it forward, forgetting about corporate advantage
for the time being. We need to lobby the SIA to standardise the skills knowledge and expertise required at each level
of the security industry, we need a base layer of professionalism. Corporate advantage can then be built upon the
foundations provided.

The Dinosaurs

There are many barriers to the security industry moving forward. One of the biggest problems in my opinion are
the ‘Dinosaurs’ within the sector. Dinosaurs being those that have prospered within the current environment, often
with limited competencies they hold positions with good salaries. The nature of these dinosaurs contributes to what
I term the ‘self-preservation society’. That being they preserve their own status by undermining the development of
staff around them, or by using the flawed logic of recruiting those that will not threaten their position and status.
They don’t like competition! However, I hope the changing environment of the security industry will soon lead to
their demise. If you find yourself working for an employer such as this, find a new job and leave them with their
heads in the sand.

Why should you consider your own professional development?

Until the security industry has a regulated standard pathway for training it is worth considering your CPD. Due to
the operating environment, it is quite easy for an individual to progress their career within the security sector with
the correct mind set and application.
As an individual the strength of your personal branding is underpinned by your level of competence. Good employers
mitigate risk with appointments, they want the most capable of individuals to help achieve business objectives.
Therefore, your own professional development is vital for you to distinguish yourself as a ‘good appointment’.
Your development does not have to be an expensive process. There are many free courses through websites such as
Future Learn (www.futurelearn.com). I have personally completed courses on cyber security, GDPR and project
management via this website and can highly recommend. The key for you as a possible employee is to be able to
demonstrate that you are a motivated individual. You can do this by adding at least one course/qualification per year
to your CV. This will distinguish you from your peers and enable career progression.
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Academia

Academic qualifications are not suited for all. Should you choose to take this route there are numerous benefits. The
journey through an academic qualification will increase your ability to meet and overcome challenges. An academic
qualification will improve your ability to think critically and start you on your journey to become a subject matter
expert. The ability to translate theory into practice will increase your operational effectiveness. These attributes
appeal to employers.
Recent criticism of the UK Governments apprenticeship levy by the Chartered Institute for Professional Development
(CIPD) will resonate with all that have experienced this system:
“The Apprenticeship Levy has failed to increase investment in workplace training and needs urgent reform”
(CIPD, 2019)
That said, I hope any reform will make it easier for organisations to place their staff onto academic programmes. There
are currently very few universities that are capable of offering security related qualifications via the apprenticeship
levy. This needs to be radically overhauled to enable security officers to realise their full potential. I am aware of a
university that is trying to achieve this with a fantastic vocational programme of learning, watch this space.

Chartered Security Professional (CSyP)

The academic journey would enable many to achieve Chartered Security Professional (CSyP) status. At this moment
in time I view gaining chartered status as a key factor to professionalising the industry and urge you to consider
this. The CSyP status sets the standard and signifies that as an individual you are at the top of your profession. This
is currently voluntary but hopefully given time this will be deemed the norm, similar to accountants and surveyors.
This is perhaps the solution for the industry to improve standards and self-regulate, it just requires mass participation.
Essentially, I believe the professionalism of the security industry depends on two factors:
1. The desire for individuals to drive the professionalism of the industry from the ground up.
2. Standardised CPD in the form of training qualifications for supervisors, managers and consultants
accompanied by regulation and licensing by the SIA.

Until then, keep moving forwards, plan your personal development and take heart that good
employers encourage individual growth, as individual growth enables organisational growth.

Rob Kennedy BA(Hons) MSyI
A motivated and determined security professional currently studying for the
MSc in Security and Risk Management with the University of Leicester.
Rob is a Training and Development Manager with SecuriGroup, an engaged
member of
the Security Institute, and a growing voice in the UK physical security industry.
www.securigroup.co.uk
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The TPSO Magazine
“Key People In Security” List
Genuine “influence” in the security industry, it isn’t about the size of your company or your bank
balance.
TPSO magazine has looked for those that share their time and knowledge freely and generously, to the
benefit of individuals, and the industry in general.
We have identified the people that really make a difference and play an active part
in shaping the future of the security industry.
They may or may not be the bosses of large companies.
Rank doesn’t automatically relate to influence.
We traced the rising stars and the ones to watch.
We found those going the extra mile….. and they are all on our list!
(Well, maybe 85% of them, as we are still getting complaints.......... Ed.)
Just to be clear, this list is a fluid thing
and people may be added, or removed at any time,
but you can be certain that every man and woman named,
is extremely worthy of inclusion…....
(Well, perhaps not TPSO’s Mike & Rollo.
I keep removing their names, they keep reappearing. I give up!........... Ed.)

YOU can get involved and nominate someone to the list!
Just provide a compelling reason.
(All nominations will be assessed by our panel.)
https://theprofessionalsecurityoﬃcer.com/key-people-in-the-security-industry/

NAME
Ackroyd, Stephen
Bassett, Graham
Bell, Richard
Betts, Robert

TITLE
Senior Lecturer, Aviation
Security
Managing Director
Director
Director

Blackwell, Andy

Managing Director

Burnett, Allan
Burns, Alan

Operations Director
Operations Director/
Fellow of the Security
Institute
Managing
Consultant

Chapple, Mark

ORGANISATION
Bucks New University,
UK
GBRUK Ltd
TenIntelligence
Elite Academy of
Security Training
Blackwell Security
Consulting
SecuriGroup
Shield Security Services
Ltd
SRSRM Ltd
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WEBSITE
www.bucks.ac.uk
www.gbruk.com
www.tenintel.com
www.elite-securitytraining.co.uk
www.3dassurance.com/blackwellsecurity
www.securigroup.co.uk
www.shieldsecurity.co.uk
www.linkedin.com/company/srsrm-ltd

NAME
Cooper, Roy
Cresswell , David
Currie, John

Dakin, Carl
Davies, Rollo
Doug Sear
Drury, Paul

Dyson, Graeme
Fell, Rowena
Fellows, Ray
Folmer, Mark
Frankland, Jane
French, Peter
Gardner, Frank
Geddes, Will
Gillespie, Mike

TITLE
Managing Director

ORGANISATION
WEBSITE
Professional Security
www.professionalsecurity.co.uk
Magazine
ISMI Certified Security
International Security
www.ismi.org.uk
Management Professional Management Institute
Head of Security and
National Association of
www.nahs.org.uk
NHS Accredited
Healthcare Security
Local Security
Management Specialist
Managing Director
Dakin Consulting Ltd
www.dakinconsulting.co.uk
Co-founder, Editor &
The Professional
www.theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com
feature writer
Security Officer
Magazine
Head of Sales
Emergency Protection
www.emergencyprotection.co.uk
Limited
Head of Corporate
Experian
www.experian.co.uk
Security & Vice
Chairman of the Security
Institute
Physical Security
Morrigan Risk
www.morrigan-risk.com
Consultant
Global Technology Risk EY/Fellow of the
www.security-institute.org
Operations Leader
Security Institute
CEO
Eclipse Strategic Security
www.eclipse-strategic-security.com
Vice President
TrackTik
www.tracktik.com/
Author & Champion
Cyber Security Capital
www.cybersecuritycapital.com
for Women in Cyber
Security
CEO/Fellow of the
SSR Personnel
www.ssr-personnel.com
Security Institute
Security Correspondent BBC
www.frankgardner.co.uk
Managing Director
International Corporate
www.icpgroupcompanies.com
Protection Group
Managing Director
Advent IM Ltd
www.advent-im.co.uk

Greenaway, Nicola Managing Director
Henig, Ruth
(Baroness)
Hill, Steve
Hole, Dan
Hopla, Brian
Hurst, Ellie
Hurst, Mike
Ingram, Philip
MBE
Jones, Peter
Joy, Kate

President
Director & Secretary
Security Training
InfoSec & Compliance
Officer
Media Manager
Vice Chairman
Defence, security
journalist & consultant
CEO
Business Development
Manager

International Security
Expo (ISE)
The Security Institute

www.internationalsecurityexpo.com
www.security-institute.org

NASDU
Olive Tree Training
IT Lab

www.nasdu.co.uk
www.olivetreetraining.co.uk
www.itlab.com

Advent IM Ltd
UK Chapter of ASIS
International
Grey Hare Media

www.advent-im.co.uk
www.asis.org.uk

Nineteen Events
DipHex
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www.greyharemedia.com

www.diphex.com

NAME
Kaszeta, Dan
Kennedy, Rob
BA(Hons)
King, Jayne

ORGANISATION
Strongpoint Security
SecuriGroup

WEBSITE
www.strongpointsecurity.co.uk
www.securigroup.co.uk
www.guysandstthomas.nhs.uk

Lavery, Peter
Mackenzie,
Stephen

Head of Security
Guys and St Thomas
& Site Services
Deputy Chairman
The Security Institute
Independent fire, security
& resilience advisor

Moore, Lynda
Mounfield, Rick
O’Sullivan,
Michael

Managing Partner
CEO
Co-founder, Editor &
feature writer

Tony O’Brien
Reed, Nicholas
Robbins, Darryn
Robinson, Mark
Rolington, Alfred

Sephton, John
Sims, Brian

TITLE
Managing Director
Regional Manager

FM Contract Watch LLP
www.fmcontractwatch.co.uk
The Security Institute
www.security-institute.org
The Professional
www.theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com
Security Officer
Magazine (TPSO Mag)
Security Commentator & Security Operative
www.securityoperative.ie
Consultant.
Executive Director &
National Association for
www.nahs.org.uk
Company Secretary
Healthcare Security
Recruitment Specialist
Lima44
www.lima44.co.uk
Subject Matter Expert on Ultra High Profile threat
mitigation, media handling and ‘total security’ event
planning
CEO & Co Founder
Cyber Security
www.cybersecurityintelligence.com
- Author of Strategic
Intelligence
Intelligence for the 21st
Century - The Mosaic
Method
Account Director
Axis Security Services
www.axis-security.co.uk
Ltd
Editor
Risk Xtra / Risk UK
www.risk-uk.com/tag/risk-xtra
University of Leicester

Todd, Ian

CEO

Vanneck, Claire

Course convener

Vazquez, Nicole
Wakefield Alison
(Dr)
Watson, Aloma
White, Michael

Whitehouse,
Simon
Whiting, Nicola

www.security-institute.org
www.twitter.com/SteveMcfirerisk

Chairman
Chairwoman
Head of Risk,
Compliance & Assurance
G4S & Director,
Hampton Security &
Training Consultancy Ltd
Managing Director
Author & CSO

Security Industry
Authority
Security Risk
Management courses
Lone Worker Safety
Expo
The Security Institute

www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk
www.le.ac.uk
www.loneworkersafetyexpo.com
www.security-institute.org

SRM Alumni
G4S/Hampton
Security and Training
Consultancy Limited

www.srmalumni.org
www.hamptonsecurityconsultancy.com

SGW Safety & Security
Ltd
Titania Ltd

www.sgw-consulting.co.uk
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www.titania.com

An Interview With:

John Sephton Bsc (hons), MSyI, M.ISRM.
Account Director, Axis Security.
Board Director, The Security Institute.

At TPSO we love success stories!
It is always great to hear about men and women who quite literally start from the bottom and rise to the very
upper most ranks of the Security Industry. When we find these people, we tend to lock them in a room and refuse
to let them out until they have told us their story and the secrets of their success…
TPSO: Hi John. Thanks for making time to speak to us. Diving right in, going all the way back to school, what did
you see yourself doing as a career?
John: I wanted to be a chef!
TPSO: Really? That wasn't what I was expecting.
John: I went to speak to my parents about it. My Dad was in the Army so I told them I was going to join the Royal
Logistics Corps. My Dad was a Guardsman so he wasn't impressed! Then I told him I wanted to be a chef. He took
that better, but it just never panned out that way....
TPSO: What was your first security job and how did you get it?
John: My first security job was with Shield Guarding. I was doing a sales job when I first moved to London, but I
can't do sales. My next door neighbour told me about a security job going, so I ended up working for Shield. I was
only planning to do it for 6 months.... I'm still in security 20 years later!
TPSO: I don't know many people that have more industry related qualifications than you. Other than your Bsc
degree, what training have you found most useful in your career?
John: Probably the Fire certificates and Managing Safety training. The radiation certificate was interesting. The
level 5 “managing risk” course run by David Rubens was really good. That was with Deltar Training.
continued >>>
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TPSO: Be honest. Have you done any kind of course or training that you feel hasn't been of much use?
John: A lot of the 'In House' things that I have done, as they sort of gloss over important things. A lot of courses
have also been quite specific for certain roles like handling grievances, which I rarely ever need, and I also did an
in house CCTV course which was just “click on that, then click this”. Not really helpful. You really need to read the
content of any course to see what you'd be getting out of it. I'm spoiled these days as Axis Security have their own
academy with CCTV, Manual Handling, Supervision and a whole range of useful training tailored for the job. We
are investing in our people and love to develop staff and promote internally.
TPSO: Your Bsc degree. Tell us about what it is and why you chose it?
John: Well, I was at it for about five and a half years! I chose it to solidify the knowledge I had already learned and
back then, I could see the way the industry was going, putting a much greater emphasis on academic study. To get
to these senior positions, major academic qualification was increasingly important. Don't get me wrong, there are
a lot of people out there that can do the job just as well as I can, with the experience they have, but the way the
world is turning at the minute, employers are looking for that piece of paper.
TPSO: I know you managed it via distance learning. What were the problems and advantages you encountered?
John: The biggest problem you're going to have is time...... It's set up in such a way that you can't slack off, but with
four or five modules in a year, it's just about manageable. If you are late with an assignment it can mean a big
chunk off your overall marks which had caught me out on a couple of occasions when I was first starting. What it
has done, well I can speed read now and my analytical skills have been much improved. It teaches you structure
and time management so it's good for people in the industry to do.
TPSO: You've worked for Axis Security for some time now. What was your first role with them and what are you
doing now?
John: I've been with Axis for some 8 years now. They've always been supportive of me and what I want to do. I took
an account management role for a while, then went back on to site, but they don't give up on you if you want to get
on and make the effort. I am happy where I am.
TPSO: We met online, a couple of years ago via our membership of the Security Institute. Why did you join the
institute and what do you feel you get out of your membership?
John: I joined as a student member whilst studying for my Bsc at Portsmouth University. I was already a member
of the Worshipful Company of Security Professionals and the University was promoting the Institute quite hard.
I've since given up my membership of the Worshipful Company. I found that, in this stage of my career, events were
geared to older more experienced members. The Security Institute just seemed more inclusive for all levels, and
there was always something you could do and attend. As soon as I joined the Security Institute, I sought out the
Young Members Group and got involved there.
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TPSO: You were on the validation board of the Institute for some time. What is the role of the VB and what did
you have to do?
John: It was one of those things I saw on the website. At the time they were asking for applications to join so I sent
in an email and got a reply saying that they were looking for a student member to join the validation board, so I
said yes. We meet every month to go through applications. Everything is anonymised. You don't see people's names.
We then examine each application and assign points using a scoring criteria, which has just been updated by the
way, to increase the value of front line experience. Depending on the score achieved you are assigned an entry level.
You can't join the institute at the highest rank, Fellow, however. To do that you need to have been a member for 2
years, completed 2 years CPD, and achieve over 60 points on the scoring matrix. If your quite new to the industry,
you can join as an Associate.
TPSO: The Associate membership is something that a great many TPSO readers will already qualify for and we are
pushing quite hard to get the word out and assist front line professionals with their career development.
Congratulations on your recent election to the Security Institute Board of Directors. What is your portfolio and
how much time to you have to find for your SyI work?
John: Thank you. It was quite surprising.... They've put me in charge of membership engagement. Much of what
they have asked me to do, I was already doing across social media, and it was working. The workload is increasing
now though and I'm working a lot with Head Office, Jade and Becky. We're going to get some new events going,
see what the membership wants, get out there and chat to people. We are going to try and focus on more regional
events, but there have been problems in the past with poor attendance and just organising these things. We will
have a look at what we can do to make these better and more popular.
TPSO: As if you didn't have enough to do, I know you have been involved in a rather unique charity challenge
recently. Tell us a bit about it and give them a plug?
John: That was for combat stress. It was started by a guy called Andy Unwin. Andy wanted to highlight the mental
health issues suffered by our veterans and he wondered how he could best bring the issue to the attention of the
public. He came up with the idea of using a medicine ball to highlight the weight and burden of mental health
issues on sufferers. Each charity volunteer would take the ball for a week, be tied to it to reflect the fact that the
burden doesn't go away and is heavy to bear. So I had to walk around with this thing. I didn't realise just how big
it was and it made everyday life quite eventful. I named it Marvin... Me and Marvin the medicine ball were best
buddies for a week. The only times I was unchained from Mark were for sleeping and driving.... The Missis told me
Marvin wasn't coming to bed with her....
TPSO: I know you're a devoted family man. With all of your current responsibilities, do you get time to see them?
John: I do. I always make the effort to get home and see my Son before he goes to bed. He's just 2 now and every
day he comes out with a new word. I didn't know what a parallelogram was until he showed me yesterday!
TPSO: You're clearly a rising star in the industry and a superb ambassador for security on social media and at all
sorts of events. What's next for John Sephton?
John: I haven't a clue..... I don't think I've done anything that anyone else couldn't do. I've got a lot to do still with
the Security Institute. If I were to move on? Maybe I'd get out of the contract security game, but it's just one of those
things I haven't really thought about.
continued >>>
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TPSO: What do you love about our industry, and what really gets your goat?
John: If you had asked me a few years ago I would have said shift work. One of the great things about this industry
is it doesn't matter who you are, if you put the effort and the work in, you can go somewhere. It's always evolving
and becoming more and more professional. If you looked at the industry 20 years ago, people would take a job
for 6 months then move on. Now there are real career prospects, especially with all of the “Next Generation” work
that the Security Institute are doing. What really gets me is those that just join the industry as a job. They don't
want to progress there careers and don't understand the importance and responsibility of their role, and they just
bring everyone down around them... Those that do want to get and tend to get tarred with the same brush as the
disinterested minority.
TPSO: If you could give 3 pieces of advice to somebody just entering the security industry today, what would be
your top tips?
John: Go and work in MacDonalds. (Laughs....) Don't go in to the industry half hearted. Commit to the job, work
hard and you will progress. Find a decent mentor. Don't be afraid to try different areas of the industry. Manned
guarding, retail, cyber... Get a broad look at the industry before you commit to a path. Don't let anyone tell you
that you can't do something! If you want to be a manager, just go and be a manager. If you want to be a director,
you can go and be a director! You don't want to be 30 years in to your security career wishing you'd have done
something different of missed an opportunity.
TPSO: I know you are very happy at Axis Security. If I have a shave, polish my trainers and find a jacket that
matches my shorts, do you think you could put in a good word for me with your HR department?
John: I tried twice. They told me to go away. Please don't make me ask again!
TPSO: Thanks for talking to TPSO John....
John: Thank you.

John Sephton Bsc (hons), MSyI, M.ISRM.
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Cyber Terrorism...... Part #2.
In part two we will discuss the “Armageddon tiptoe” and how the threat we are now facing has
been a long time in the making, the emergence of the nation state attacker and the emergence
of offensive cyber weapons.

by Mike Mike Gillespie & Ellie Hurst

In many ways the current cyber landscape is the new cold war, but there isn’t one
nation behind this, the whole world is in a standoff.

We are in a situation that could best be likened to an international Cuban missile crisis and we are all waiting to
see who blinks first. EternalBlue, a piece of cyber offensive software developed by the US National Security Agency
(NSA), has made its presence felt since appearing in the wild after being leaked by the Shadow Brokers hacking
group. It has been used as part of ransomware attacks that have caused huge global disruption in a variety of guises,
such as WannaCry and NotPetya.
It has also been used as part of the Retefe banking trojan. Recently, in Baltimore (US), a vulnerability that EternalBlue
exploited, was reported to have been used to blackmail Baltimore’s local government. The attack worked by using
ransomware which blocked use of platforms to pay parking tickets, taxes, utility bills and other online payments. For
any organisation this is devastating but as we all know, local government is very vulnerable because it could affect its
ability to supply vital infrastructure to residents.
Bad Good Guys or Good Bad Guys?
Put in real life terms, how many nation states are researching and developing diseases that they might decide to use
for attacks themselves? And if they are, and are inhibiting the effective development of a vaccine, what does that
mean from a legal and an ethical standpoint?
The vulnerability that EternalBlue exploited was based upon a bug in the code of the Microsoft Windows operating
system, and the NSA kept the discovery of this vulnerability secret for more than five years, essentially preventing the
development of an effective patch (i.e. vaccine). During this time, it has seen businesses and organisations worldwide,
such as our own NHS, devastated by criminal variants of this exploit. The NSA has never revealed how it lost control
of its own tool. In fact, the NSA have said virtually nothing on the topic. Baltimore is naturally demanding answers.
Meanwhile, the progress of EternalBlue and its illegitimate offspring continues to provide the rest of the world with
a taste of the power of weaponised software, regardless of its initial intent, when in the wrong hands. (It should be
noted; we have not yet settled upon whose hands constitute the right hands.)
That is why we call them offensive cyber weapons, when a tool has the power to effectively disable a city in the
way we have seen EternalBlue do…and it was developed by a government agency.
Outsourcing the unpalatable or difficult tasks
Governments have always outsourced difficult work. This is standard practice and to pretend it doesn’t happen
is naïve. Hollywood whilst being a warped mirror in many ways (think of the ludicrous portrayal of MI6 in the
James Bond films) does reflect some aspects of war, cyber war and military operations and so phrases such as, non
attributable black op, using mercenaries, plausible deniability etc. are now part of our ‘civvy street’ lexicon as much
as they are a fact of life.
continued >>>
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Cyber warfare is no different. In the Second World War, Bletchley Park drafted in experts from the private sector to
run the projects. The nuclear bomb was developed by scientists co-opted to Government research and our iconic and
beloved Spitfire was borne of private sector development, thanks to RJ Mitchell. Offensive cyber weapons and tools
are the same. The appearance of ‘legitimate’ or government produced cyber weapons, in the wild and being used by
criminal gangs, has for some, proved the association between governments and cyber ‘black ops’. Because it’s not just
development but the use of criminal networks to fulfil attacks too, attacks that the checks and balances provided by
oversight bodies, would not allow. It may be as a result of a criminal gang being coerced after being identified…Back
to Hollywood and remember The Dirty Dozen, or the Wild Geese; jail or you can go on this mission…. Governments
‘determined to bring to justice’ criminal gangs are actually using them to perpetuate their aims. T'was ever so, but we
need to accept that evidence suggests cyberspace is not immune from this relationship and activity.
So, place the cyber lens on this and we have the situation where some nations have signed up to a convention on
cyber weapons, but not all. Abstaining are America, China, Russia and North Korea (in short, ask your cyber
security team where your hostile web traffic comes from and they are probably not part of the agreement). The Paris
Call for Trust and Security in Cyberspace of 2018 aka the Digital Geneva Convention (more of agreements, protocols
and conventions in part three) has the same Achilles heel as the 1925 Protocol; the nations we need to sign up, won’t.
However, their weapons may still impact all of us, as we saw with EternalBlue.
Let’s not be naïve and believe that having nation states in control of cyber weapons will act as a deterrent, as it
did with conventional weapons of mass destruction, because sooner or later a nation that doesn’t care about the
consequences, will own these weapons too and as we discussed earlier, they are also in the hands of criminals.
We have seen with Sarin and more recently with plutonium and Novichok, it’s only too clear that criminals and
Governments are capable of using these weapons despite them being illegal (imagine that, a criminal who doesn’t
mind breaking the law…..). A Kalashnikov or semi-automatic weapon used to be just for military usage, now crime
gangs have them and send rocket propelled grenades to take planes out of the sky with them. Criminals don’t sign
conventions.
In the final part we look deeper at the ‘Digital Geneva Convention’ of 2018 and how global political tensions are
shaping citizens’ security in ways we could never have predicted.

Mike Gillespie
MD of Advent IM, C3i Group on cyber security, cybercrime and cyber intelligence,
Mike is also cyber spokesperson for the International Institute of Risk and Safety
Management (IIRSM) and the Cyber Security lead adviser for UK Government’s,
Surveillance Camera Commissioner.
www.advent-im.co.uk

Ellie Hurst
Head of MarComms & Media for Advent IM, Ellie is also an Associate of the Security
Institute and Institute of Information Security Professionals.
www.advent-im.co.uk
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The Professional Security Officer Magazine
Charity Announcement.
TPSO will be supporting the Security Benevolent Fund (SBF).
The Fund was founded in 2006 as “Here 4U”by the then Master of the Worshipful Company of Security Professionals
(WCoSP), John Purnell, and his successor, Peter French.
They identified the need to create a safety net for the most vulnerable people working in, and retired from the
Security Profession, the Blue Light Services and the Armed Forces. Many people working in security on the front
line are at the lower end of pay scales and often when illness or injury strikes, they need help, guidance and support
to get back to work or to return to normal life. Those who have retired often have limited financial resources to help
them when problems occur.
In 2010, to avoid confusion with other charities it was rebranded as “The Security Benevolent Fund” (SBF). The SBF
is a Reserve Fund within the wrapper of the WCoSP Charitable Trust (Charity No 1088658) and is administered by
the Trustees who are an independent body.
The fund was established by a combination of a fund raising appeal to Members of the WCoSP and grants from the
WCoSP Charitable Trust, which included funds previously received from the BSIA. Since the fund was established,
there has been a steady increase in applications for help from serving and retired members and their families from
across the security profession. The SBF is not in competition with other bodies in the industry. It aims to work
alongside and support other charities as required. It provides welfare, legal, medical and health related guidance and
support for current and ex-employees from the security sector. The SBF website gives guidance of how to apply for
a grant from the fund:
www.securitybenevolentfund.org.uk
(TPSO FOUND THE SITE OFF-LINE BUT IT HAS BEEN REPORTED AND WILL HOPEFULLY BE BACK WHEN YOU READ THIS.......)

The SBF aims to provide financial or other practical support for individuals who cannot pay for urgent medical
treatment or have fallen on hard times and need help. This is subject to completion of an application, which is
considered by the trustees, who will not normally pay money directly to an individual but will settle an invoice or
release funds to a reputable body who will supervise the spend.
Many of the requests for SBF support come via other organisations such as The Royal British Legion or other service
charities. Requests are reviewed by the SBF Welfare Officer who advises the Trustees on the merits of each application.
He is sometimes able to recommend small emergency payments to resolve an urgent issue.
THE SECURITY BENEVOLENT FUND urgently needs additional funds to assist the ever-increasing numbers
seeking support. We would be enormously grateful for any donations to the fund. Please send donations to:
https://www.gofundme.com/the-security-benevolent-fund
or Post to:
The Security Benevolent Fund. Clerk to the Worshipful Company of Security Professionals. 4 Holmere Farm
Cottages, Goose Green, Ashill, Thetford, IP25 7AS.
Contact: clerk@wcosp.org
Thank You.
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Blurred Lines – When Overtime
Becomes Unhealthy

by Tina Chander

The issue of working late can be a sensitive one within many businesses, as the line between
flexibility and unhealthy overtime becomes increasingly blurred.
Most people don’t mind staying late occasionally if there’s a vital piece of deadline-dependent
work that still needs to be completed, and this is commonplace for organisations across a range
of sectors.
However, when unpaid overtime is pushed to unreasonable lengths and negatively impacts
personal time and sociable hours, it can have significant implications on employees’ work-life
balance.
Not only this, but excessive unpaid overtime can have serious consequences for employers, as the
boundaries are pushed to unacceptable lengths, resulting in a potential breach of contract.
continued >>>
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The culture of overtime
Usually, the term overtime means staying behind past the contracted hours and working late into the evening.
However, this isn’t always the case, as employees who work through their lunch-break or get to work much earlier
than their colleagues are also classed as working overtime.
One of the biggest reasons for salaried staff working later hours is workplace culture, where people feel they cannot
leave the office on time for fear of criticism.
This can lead to people becoming overworked without the correct pay, which can lead to various personal and
professional issues.
It is important for employers to ensure their contracts give all staff clear guidance on what is expected with regards
their working hours – clear parameters will prevent any grey areas becoming more complicated issues later down
the line.
Junior and senior staff
Understandably, senior staff, who are on higher salaries, should expect some additional hours just to get the job done.
The bigger issue comes when more junior members of staff are working late, as there is a risk they could end up
working below the minimum wage.
Under the working time directive, UK workers cannot work more than an average of 48 hours a week unless they
sign an opt-out, and most workers are entitled to a rest break of at least 20 minutes if they work longer than six hours
per day.
While employers do not have to pay for overtime, an employee’s average pay for the total hours worked must not fall
below the National Minimum Wage (NMW).
Failing to protect junior workers can result in serious legal issues, which can be damaging for the reputation of a
company if looking to recruit new staff in the future.
Holiday Pay
The case of Lock v British Gas was initially decided in 2014, and the principles it established have since been built
upon.
The decision is that workers are entitled to receive ‘normal remuneration’ during periods of annual leave to prevent
workers from not taking annual leave out of fear they will only receive basic pay instead of potential separate
allowances.
The current position states that a number of payments should be included in holiday pay provided they are paid
regularly or repeatedly over a sufficient period.
These areas include; commission payments, incentive bonuses, overtime pay, payments based on personal and
professional status, productivity/performance bonuses, shift allowances and premiums, standby payments and travel
allowances or allowances that can be treated as taxable.
Possible penalties
If an employee is continually working over their contractual hours and their average pay falls below the National
Minimum Wage, the employer can face both civil and criminal penalties, once it’s been reported by the worker.
Under civil penalties, the employer will be issued with a Notice of Underpayment and they will be required to pay a
financial penalty to the Secretary of State within 28 days, alternatively they may be ordered to ‘self-correct’.
The current financial penalty is 200% of the total underpayment up to a maximum of £20,000 (reduced by 50% if it
is complied with within 14 days of service).
Those employers who fail to pay in accordance with NMW can be named by HMRC, meaning offending businesses
will be ‘named and shamed’, which can negatively impact ongoing operations and relationships.
Where an employer refuses to engage with the civil enforcement procedures, criminal penalties can be applied,
which could include the conviction of a summary offence and the fine in respect of this can be unlimited.
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Comprehensive contracts
It is important that all employment contracts address overtime and reflect your policy.
It may be necessary to specify that staff will sometimes have to work unpaid overtime, but you must not ask them to
work for more than 48 hours a week for legal reasons.
Your contract may also explain that staff can claim time off in lieu (TOIL) for some overtime, such as working
evenings or weekends, but it’s up to businesses to ensure their employment contracts are legal and reflect their own
needs and expectations.
Therefore, it is important that businesses who pay their employees for overtime hours continually review their own
contracts and policies, reflecting this in the amount employees receive as holiday pay.
For those who are unsure, it is important to seek professional guidance during the drafting of contracts as this can
prevent any serious issues occurring later down the line.
Finding the perfect balance…
While overtime has become an accepted part of modern business, with employees favouring increased flexibility
over rigid and structured days, there still needs to be a fair balance between normal and excessive working.
Most businesses will accept that busier periods require staying later so that work is completed, but when this overtime
consumes entire evenings or limits time with friends and family then it can quickly become a much more serious
issue.
For businesses, it is crucial that policies and contracts are routinely reviewed and updated to allow for overtime and
make clear distinctions between what additional time will be covered and what won’t be.
If you are unsure whether your business has the appropriate measures in place, contact our legal team for guidance
with handling overtime-related issues.

Tina Chander
Tina Chander is Head of Employment Law at Wright Hassall.
Tina is a qualified barrister and solicitor with extensive experience in
employment law matters for both individuals and businesses.
https://www.wrighthassall.co.uk/expertise/employment-hr/
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Not all CPD is good CPD!

by Tony O'Brien

T

his might seem like a strange title for an article in a magazine designed to promote career development, but
it is something which I personally have experienced and see happening on a constant basis. I run a website
which attracts approximately 50-100 questions a month from people within the security industry. I would
estimate that about 30% of those questions relate to career development and recommendations for training
courses. Many of them have the same theme. Young security professionals seeking to improve by doing as many
courses and seminars as possible. While this is great to see in principle, I also see many of them wasting money and
time on courses that probably won’t ever benefit their career. The value of doing CPD is immense but not all CPD is
good and the value is in the benefit to your future career.
A story about Tony.
When I was younger, I was a workaholic (my family would probably say I haven’t changed). I worked long hours
and made good money. I always tried to use a portion of that money to put towards training and development. My
problem was that I was a magpie. I was attracted to shiny advertisements and glossy ads for high speed, security
ninja courses. I spent (and probably wasted) thousands of Euros on well marketed courses which were exciting and
great fun but had very little impact on my career. I spent all of this money on training, but I had no plan, no career
path and a load of new knowledge and skills which may or may not benefit me.
What needs to be done.
CPD is an essential part of building a great career in security if managed correctly.
If you are going to engage in CPD programmes (and I believe you should) then they
should have some form of structure and planning behind them. There is no point
in engaging in endless training without knowing where you want this training
to take you. This is still very common even among experienced practitioners in
the industry. Collecting qualifications, badges and post nominals without any
relevance to their current or future career paths. I know the devil’s advocates will
say that there is no bad learning and the fact that people are doing something is
better than nothing. I’m more an advocate of getting value for investment, both in
terms of money and development.
I believe that the start point for any CPD programme should be the end point, if that makes sense? Where do you
want this development to lead? What sector, roles or specialist areas do you want to end up in or develop in. Then
look at the current job market or industry leaders in that sector and see what qualifications and training they have
achieved. Yours may not need to be the same as theirs but it gives you a solid starting point.
Development pathways.
An area which I feel is lacking in the security sector is clearly defined development pathways, from entry level
upwards, to the various senior roles within the industry. When a young sales advisor starts in many of the leading
retail stores, they are given a list of skills, competencies, training and timelines to achieve to enable them to move
to the next stage of their career. When they get there, they get a new list etc. I know in the past there have been
occupational standards etc. but they just tell you how to complete the skills for that job role, not where you can go
next, and they have tended to be focused on security guards.
Where does a young door supervisor, event steward or security student in a college, look to for guidance on a career
path beyond their current role? Many do what I did. Engage in lots of random, flashy courses to add to the CV which
may make them better at their current role, but does nothing to take them to the next level. I believe that this really
effects the retention rates in these sectors. People get into roles which they are very good at. They invest time and
money in making themselves better, but they don’t have a pathway they can follow to make a career from the role, so
they leave. I think this is an area that can really be developed throughout the industry.
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Metrics.
Another important point in differentiating good CPD from wasted money is actually measuring how effective the
training has been in developing your career. This can be in terms of financial return on investment, opportunities
gained, or new pathways opened, but there should be some gain. On the resources section of my website there is
a CPD planner document I use on my security management courses for learners to plan out their next steps. The
columns start with ‘what do I want to do' followed by 'what will this give me' . Now I don't mind if their plan involves
generating financial reward, intrinsic value or just pure entertainment, as long as they are honest with themselves
about measuring that value. This allows the learner to think about not just what they want to do, but to also provide
a measurable value against which to judge its future impact on their career. This is important. If we don’t measure our
progress and the impact of our CPD from a programme, then how do we know if it works at all.
Mentorship.
One of the issues with effectively planning your CPD, is that it comes with experience. The problem for newer
security operatives is similar to the one I had when I spent all of that money. They often don't have the experience to
know whether the CPD programme is of value or not. That is where I believe mentorship is essential in good CPD
planning. Taking the advice from those who have been there, invested the time and made the same mistakes as you
can be invaluable. There are some fantastic mentorship programmes out there such as the UK Security Institute and
some ASIS chapters. These mentors have done many of the good CPD programmes and seen the impact of their
careers. They will have also made mistakes and can help a less experienced person avoid making the same errors.
For every good mentoring programme there is also a poor one. The poor ones tend to be glorified sales funnels with
biased salespeople pushing you towards their own programmes and often down the wrong road. A good mentor can
advise on good CPD from a position of impartiality. Beware those who push you down a route towards their own
products.
I didn’t write this piece to be negative about CPD. In fact, it’s meant to be the opposite. I want you to make CPD
something that provides real value and benefit to your career. I’m also not against doing courses sometimes just
for the fun of it, as long as you recognise this in advance. My final piece of advice to sum this whole thing up is
simple. Join a good mentorship scheme, take a look at where you want to be in 2,3- or 5-years time, and begin
investing in yourself towards that goal.
You will thank me in the long run.
I hope.

Tony O'Brien.
Tony is a respected specialist in the field of security, safety and the
management of conflict and risk in organisations.
As a top industry consultant, on a daily basis, he is helping
organisations develop solutions to their risk management and
conflict management processes through designing training, policy
and risk assessments to meet real world challenges.
He's also qualified as an expert witness, in the use of force, and most
security related fields.
Also a QQI subject matter expert for the security and safety sectors
and Winner of the 2016 IITD Rising Star Award.
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The Nightclub Security
Manual is a guide for venue
managers, security
managers and door
supervisors. It will take you
step by step through the
process of writing your
nightclub security policies
and procedures. For the
individual door supervisor,
it is a reference point when
looking for guidance or
information on any area of
nightclub security
operations. The book is
based on Tony’s many years’ experience in the nightclub security sector as
well as a decade spent training security staff across Ireland.
This book is your go to reference manual for all things nightclub security
related. Containing policies, procedures and all of the templates required
to produce your own comprehensive security manual for your venue.
“Mr. O’Brien brings his considerable experience to bear in this
comprehensive manual. A must have for any Owner, Manager, or Head of
Security working in the nightlife industry. Highly recommended.”
Miguel DeCoste, CPP (Host of The Tao of The Velv et Rope podcast)
“Mr. O’Brien’s ability to collect and share his in-depth analysis and
experiential knowledge throughout The Nightclub Security Manual is
exceptional for all individuals involved in nightlife operations. We strongly
endorse this manual as a building block for all venues. “
Zachary L. Rugen Owner, Senior Consultant Nightclub Security Services.

NOW AVAILABLE ON AMAZON.
www.securityoperative.ie
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ASIS INTERNATIONAL KENYA
CHAPTER.
TRANSFORMING THE
KENYAN SECURITY
PROFESSION
ONE STEP AT A TIME

With a growing international readership,
TPSO asked one of Africa's most
respected security industry leaders,
George Mochengo, to give us an insight
into industry development and training
in Kenya....

T

he Kenyan security industry is straddled with a diverse range of industry players ranging from wellestablished international and local companies, small and medium enterprises (SME’s), and a rising plethora
of fast-growing small companies. Until recently, despite a Private Security Regulations Act No. 13 of 2016,
players have been largely self-regulating. This saw most players setting their own standards and controls
with partial or total disregard of the act.
This opened the industry to every Dick, Tom and Harry/ (Mary) with over 5,000 companies, making little effort to
professionalize and bring order to the industry. Consequently, this resulted in stagnation and eroding the semblance
of reputation and goodwill the industry had.
However, with the recent enacting of the Private Security Regulation Act No. 13 of 2016 (General Regulations), all
security practitioners and stakeholders will be regulated by the Private Security Regulations Authority. This means
that all players will be required to follow strict standards and regulations.
One area that will benefit from the act and will go a long way in professionalizing the industry is training and
certification. The benefits of training and certification cannot be overemphasized especially now when the industry
is focusing on a risk-based approach, as opposed to the traditional security approach. The latter, which is securitycentric, concentrates on existing controls against perceived threats, and is reactive and dependent on individual
heroics.
A Risk-based approach, on the other hand, is proactive, process-centred, and adaptive and aligns security with
strategic drivers like resilience, crisis management and business continuity. This is the adopted trend in training
and certification by accredited security institutions like the International Security Management Institute (ISMI) and
ASIS International with Enterprise Security Risk Management (ESRM).
Unfortunately, as indicated before, the industry is bedecked with the traditional security-centric approach, an outlook
that can only be reversed by encouraging industry players to consider training and certification.
One such group that has taken the lead to promote and encourage its members and the local security practitioners
to embrace training and certification is ASIS International, Kenya Chapter.
ASIS International Kenya Chapter started in April 2018 with about 30 members under the leadership of Brig
Gen (Rtd.) Ahamed Mohammed, CPP® as Chairman and Charles Oloo, CPP® as Secretary-General. Apart from
benchmarking in security best practice and competence, the group’s priority was to form a study cohort to prepare
for the Certified Protection Professional (CPP) certification.
By January 2019, nine members had registered and prepared themselves to undertake the certification. During this
time there were less than five Certified Protection Professionals (CPP’s) and only one triple certified (CPP, PSP and
PCI) in the country. This looked like a gargantuan task.
Undoubtedly, certifications are becoming the norm in almost every industry today, not only internationally but also
in the local setting. This helped to urge them on.
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Locally, Human Resources practitioners are required to be trained and certified as Certified Human Resource
Professionals (CHRP’s) in an effort to weed out quacks. The Public Relations Society of Kenya (PRSK) early this
year noted that new certifications are part of their wide-ranging reforms to guarantee professionalism. Professional
Public Accountants (CPA (K)), Public Secretaries (CPS (K)) and lawyers are pioneers of certifications which
enhanced advance the professions.
Apart from advancing professions, certification enhances skills, competence, knowledge and peer-to-peer acceptance
and recognition. It also shows the commitment to learning and keeping abreast with new developments in the
profession. With this in mind, the study cohort was rearing to go.
The team, under the leadership and tutorship of the Chairman, met every Saturday and the mode of study included
assigning a member a topic to research and present to the team, group discussion and coaching, especially by the
Chairman and setting test questions and marking and correcting. Seven members of the cohort booked to sit for their
certification in April, one in June and one was deferred. Come April and true to a military general, the Chairman not
only declared that the seven were ready to sit for the certification but he also decided to take the certification three
days earlier to motivate his team. The General had crossed the Rubicon.
The Chairman took his test and passed, and three days later his six colleagues sat for the exam and they all passed.
In one stroke the number of Certified Protection Professionals in the country had doubled. This was an outstanding
feat and big motivation in building the foundation stone for more certifications.
The seven freshly qualified Certified Protection Professionals are listed below:1. Maj Gen. (Rtd.) Ahamed Mohammed, CPP® - the Chairman and leader of the team. He was the brainchild
of reviving ASIS International Kenya Chapter. A retired military general he has the vision and passion of
transforming the security profession landscape in the country.
2. Charles Oloo, CPP®, pioneer of reviving ASIS International Kenya Chapter. An astute communicator, he does
not miss an opportunity to articulate the importance of security training, certification and professionalisms.
He heads Burton Consortium a security and risk consultancy he built from scratch.
3. Tom Kipyegon, CPP®, PSP®, PCI®, a passionate and articulate security professional. He has been at the
forefront of promoting security professionalism by boldly expressing his views in the mainstream media. He
went on to set the bar high by being the first among the cohort to attain the board’s triple certification. He
heads the security function at Kenya Nut Company.
4. Capt. (Rtd.) Raymond Osimbo, CPP®, CSMP®, a security consultant with wide experience in corporate and
event security.
5. Bernard Makau, CPP® a physical security consultant with wide experience in security risk and threat
assessment.
6. Joseph Wainaina, CPP®
7. Geoffrey Onkundi, CPP®
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In June, the eighth member of the cohort Sam Koskei, CPP®, CSMP® the Security Manager of one of the leading
media houses in the region, Standard Media, sat for the test and was successfully certified closing the chapter to the
amazing cohort that only dreamt of certification when they started out.
Since June, the chapter has recorded three more Certified Protection Professionals (CPP’s), several Physical Security
Professionals (PSP) and Professional Certified Investigators (PCI’s) and two illustrious triple certifications. Currently,
there is the second team of four studying for the Certified Protection Professional (CPP) exam, and definitely, we will
see the numbers rising.
This great performance, and networking by the members, has seen the number of chapter members rising to more
than 80!
This experience, definitely, brought the chapter members out of their comfort zone, what with a broad body of
knowledge to be mastered before sitting for the certification, the time commitment and management, classes and
meetings, all these build on one’s leadership skills.
We are seeing more members coming out strongly and participating in the development of the chapter and by
extension their personal development. Consequently, they will go out and live the values, promote best practice, and
more importantly, change the mindset of the security-centric practitioners towards a risk-based approach one step
at a time.

George Mandere Mochengo
A Certified security management professional (CSMP®) with 12 years +
experience and a proven knowledge of corporate security, asset protection
and emergency preparedness, George rose through the ranks from a security
officer to a contract manager in charge of blue chip corporate clients at G4S
Kenya.
Currently he is a security management consultant in Nairobi.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certified Security Management Professional (CSMP®)
Member, International Security Management Institute (ISMI)
Member, ASIS International Kenya Chapter
Member, Protection and Safety Association of Kenya (PROSAK)
Member, Kenya Red Cross
Member, Toastmasters International.
george.mochengo@gmail.com
Linkedin.com/in/george-mandere-mochengo
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“Money Matters,
You Matter”

Julian Leslie
accountants

A complete and wide range of services
in the areas of Accounting, Taxation
and Consultancy to limited companies,
sole proprietorships, partnerships and
individuals.
•
•
•
•

Accounting, Bookkeeping and Payroll
Business Start Up
Compliance Service
Taxation

For professional, personal advice contact
Julian Leslie today

07703 172 009
www.julianleslie.com
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The Future of Security
TPSO visits Genetec HQ
Montreal, Canada.
by Rollo Davies MSyI

It's very rare that the TPSO team is allowed out of TPSO towers to go on a 'field trip'. Knowing this, when an email
from a big security tech company lands in my inbox and invites me to a three day press summit in Canada, I figured
it was spam and directed it to the junk file.
A week later, when this company's PR people sent me an email asking if I was sure that I was really too busy to attend
the all expenses paid trip to Montreal, I was forced to trawl through my deleted emails, only to find that this was an
actual thing!
Knowing how busy we were at the time, I accidentality forgot to tell my hard working colleague that I was off, set my
email auto reply to, “see ya on Thursday”, and legged it to the airport.
Now, if you haven't heard of Genetec, you will soon. They sprung to my attention earlier this year when they became
the worlds largest supplier of VMS (Video management systems)... So they do CCTV stuff? Clearly I had some
reading to do on the plane.
I grabbed a pile of Genetec literature to read up on, and made my way to Gatwick.
We already know that Genetec is now the biggest player in the CCTV software arena. Their dedicated Video
Management System is called Omnicast. What makes this so desirable is the flexibility and seamless integration
with a long list of popular hardware. You're not tied in to only using equipment from a very small collection of
manufacturers. Omnicast is also pretty much future proof, with unheard of levels of expandability and more
importantly, integration. I'll talk more about this integration later as it's quite an eye opener.

They don't just do VMS software however.
I won't go in to a pile of detail as I'm not on their payroll, regardless of how impressed I became, but they have ALPR
(ANPR systems, for the British readers) software called AutoVu, a flexible access control system called 'Synergis',
a clever evidence collation system for law enforcement called 'Clearance', and an amazing system that integrates a
collection of inputs to provide City wide incident analysis and response coordination, called Citigraf.
The 'Jewel in the Crown' of Genetec's systems is the astounding Security Centre software. In a nutshell, this integrates
your CCTV, access control, ANPR controlled access systems, intrusion detection and security communications,
in an intuitive, graphically rich environment, giving your control room team an instant clear and comprehensive
overview of you site, multi building or international estate's, security status. I won't go over exactly what this can do.
I've only been allowed 5 pages for the feature.
OK. By the time I landed I was well aware that this was not your average “run of the mill” tech firm.
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On the morning of the first working day of the summit, we were bussed out to Genetec HQ on the outskirts of
Montreal, for a full day of discussion and presentations from some of the innovators in the industry. I'd like to thank
them right now for opening my eyes to technological developments that sounded straight out of the film “Minority
Report”: Alain Bissada, Andrew Elvish, Beverly Wilks, Jean-Pierre Picard, Laurent Villeneuve, Sean Lawlor (Who
looked after us admirably during our stay), Stephan Kaiser and Veronique Froment.
Highlight of the day however had to be the arrival and presentation by the CEO and
founder, Pierre Racz, (pictured right).
Now I have encountered a few bona fide genius level entrepreneurs in my time, and
like the very best, Pierre has an 'Aura' about him that is almost unnerving at first. He
listens with an intensity that is almost palpable, finds it hard to keep still, with his
hands moving rapidly reflecting the internal thought processing, and his eyes seem
to take in every detail about his surroundings and those he meets. He isn't your
crazy scientist type though. He is engaging and has a joke for every occasion. It is
absolutely no surprise that he was named by IFSEC Global as the world #1 influencer
in “Security tech design, development & integration” this year.
So, this is all very nice but what has all this got to do with the future of security?

OK. Brace yourselves. I won't talk about the advances in machine learning and system integration that makes the
following possible... Oh, and it is very much machine learning and NOT A.I.!
As Pierre clearly stated: “We don't have genuine artificial intelligence yet. But we do have genuine human stupidity!”
Strangely, nobody in the room questioned him on this.....
With current tech, and systems currently in development at Genetec, this is what I mean by the “Future of Security”:
Remember: This can be achieved with the Will of the People and Government, pretty much tomorrow.....
Rights and wrongs? That is for a far bigger discussion than this. This is simply an example of what CAN be achieved,
not what should be.
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I'll give a scenario involving Police and State use of this tech, but you can see the immense leap forward this represents
within the private security sector.
For Example:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Police receive a report of a burglary at a residential house in the suburbs.
The local resident's front doorbell cameras and CCTV, are linked in to the central system, and footage,
securely stored and encrypted, from several of those cameras, has identified a vehicle leaving the area at the
time, and a vague image of a possible suspect has been captured.
Police taking the initial call about the crime, have input the method of operation of the suspect, into the
network, and this has been submitted to the central Police Computer System.
All of this information has been processed by the system and a number of suspects have been identified,
using the same M.O. and working in the local area.
6 of those suspects have a car matching the description of the one seen on camera leaving the area. 3 have
a similar height, build and ethnic background, but no further refinement of the suspect can be made at this
time.
Information for all 3 suspect vehicles has been automatically flagged for tracing by all ANPR cameras, and
any connected CCTV cameras, able to isolate and identify number plates.
Data from the system has indicated that one of the vehicles passed several ANPR cameras, and was returning
to the area from a coastal resort. Computer analysis of the ANPR footage indicates a family was in the vehicle,
so this car is eliminated from the search.
Another vehicle was recorded by CCTV 200 miles away from the scene of the crime when it took place,
eliminating a second car from the investigation.
The remaining vehicle has been traced on ANPR and CCTV entering the City.
Vehicle has been seen by CCTV, parking near a pawn brokers.
Automatic Police system check, has found that one of the registered employees at this premises has prior
convictions for theft, assault and handling stolen goods.
Facial recognition on 4 local networked CCTV cameras, has positively identified the suspect as Fred Bloggs,
convicted burglar, and he is seen leaving the suspect vehicle and entering the pawnbrokers.
The System dispatches the 2 closest Police units to attend and arrest Mr Bloggs, sending the units all relevant
information regarding his previous criminal history and photographs of the suspect.
Bloggs is arrested on suspicion of burglary 11 minutes later, whilst leaving the pawn brokers. Another Police
unit attends the pawn brokers 8 minutes later, recovers a quantity of stolen property and arrests a further
suspect for Handling Stolen Goods.

Now. We know how awkward and time consuming gathering and collating of evidence can be...
But not tomorrow:
oo All data about this crime has been automatically centrally filed and encrypted.
oo All relevant Police BWV (Body Worn Video) footage has been added to the case file along with all relevant
CCTV and ANPR footage.
oo Evidence can be added to the file by SOCOs, or other investigating officers at any time, and can only be
accessed by those authorised to do so. CPS for instance.
oo Any addition, amendment or removal of evidential data is recorded fully.
oo Custody details and any witness and suspect statements can be added, to create a comprehensive case file for
CPS use.
With a huge amount of the routine investigation and evidence gathering removed from human responsibility, and
Police resources being used only when certainty of guilt and subsequent conviction is extremely likely, the time and
manpower involved in dealing with such a crime can be reduced drastically, meaning that an under-staffed Police
Service can start to enforce laws and investigate crime that simply was not previously possible with the resources
available....

Ring any bells?

www.genetec.com
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WHITE WATER
RAFTING:

Navigating Your Way Through The
English Qualification System

by Anne Mathews
Silverback Security Academy

What Course Should I Take To Get Into Security Management?
“Make sure any management course you take is accredited. Don’t waste your money on courses that
cost £30-60 and expect the contents to rock your world or employers to know what they are. Those
short courses are good for guidance, but a real qualification will have accreditation by a reputable
organisation. The even better courses will have university credits attached to them so pick wisely.”

John Sephton, MSyI
(TPSO Magazine: https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/so-you-want-to-be-a-site-security-manager-by-john-sephton/)

OK, so how do you choose wisely?
A lot depends on your starting point and where you want to go – a vocational route or an academic route?
But let’s start with some key knowledge about the building blocks of qualifications in England, Wales and Northern
Ireland. The building blocks are slightly different in Scotland.
It’s complicated, what seems to be clear-cut often turns out to be not so. In this article I’ll avoid some of the mindboggling detail and concentrate on the bits which might help you decide on which qualification to pick. But, be
careful, be watchful – smoke and mirrors can be misleading.
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So, here are some of the things you need to think about.
Regulated Qualification Framework, Qualification Levels And Titles
There would be good reasons to choose a qualification which is on the Regulated Qualification Framework (RQF).
Why?
Because all formal general and vocational qualifications have been measured by Awarding Organisations, like
BTEC and City & Guilds, against certain nationally agreed standards to do with size and quality before they are
placed on the RQF at a given level from 1 to 8, where Level 1 is a very basic level and Level 8 is a PhD/Doctorate.
SIA qualifications are mostly Level 2, school leaving qualifications like A Levels and some industry vocational and
supervisory qualifications are Level 3. Level 4 includes some vocational qualifications like BTEC HNCs and Level 5
includes BTEC HNDs.

The Regulated Qualification Framework Guide To Size And Title Of Qualifications
The regulations for the RQF provide a way of comparing qualifications. The size of a qualification is
denoted by the terms Award, Certificate or Diploma and is determined by the total qualification time
(TQT) needed to complete it. TQT includes contact time with a tutor or assessor, or non-contact time
for assignments and individual studies often referred to a private or directed study time.
•
•
•

Award has a TQT value of 120 hours or less
Certificate has a TQT value of 121 – 369 hours
Diploma has a TQT value of 370 or more hours

A credit value may also be added based on 10 hours = 1 credit.
Credits are important because they can be used to gain access to the next level of qualification.
Be careful, all of the qualification titles can apply to all qualification levels as you can see here
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_qualifications_frameworks_in_the_United_Kingdom

However, having said you should look for a qualification on the RQF, a search of the register of these regulated
qualifications https://register.ofqual.gov.uk/ shows there are very few qualifications in security management at the
higher levels which are likely to be the ones you are looking for.
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So how are qualifications not on the RQF regulated? How can you be sure of their
quality?
Customised vocational qualifications
There are two Awarding Organisations (AOs), Pearson’s and Industry Qualifications (IQ) which have developed
their own customised qualification frameworks designed to meet the needs of employers or training providers who
are seeking new or more flexible qualifications than the RQF offers. These are the Awarding Organisations which
provide the quality assurance for qualifications with which you may be familiar – for example, the BTEC Certificate
(Level 3) and Diploma (Level 5) in Security Management and the International Security Management Institute’s
Certified Security Management Professional, CSMP® Level 6 Diploma.
Both these AOs provide publicly available information about how these qualifications are developed in partnership
with the employer or training provider. They both indicate that the same standards as those for the RQF qualifications
will be applied to the customised ones. So, the customised qualifications must have the titles and the TQT values set
out above. They may also have a credit value.
However, unlike the RQF, this information is not always publicly available.
A number of security qualifications which are CPD accredited are not part of the RQF and are not customised
qualifications, so are not quality assured in the same way. The level of these courses is not always made clear, but a
little digging seems to indicate that they are at Level 2 or 3 and may use the titles Certificate and Diploma with no
reference to the regulations laid down by the RQF. So, you may find a Security Management Diploma which takes
only eight hours.

Degrees
Why do a degree?
If you’ve got experience of the industry, are keen to improve your knowledge and promotion prospects, then a degree
is worth thinking about. As the industry continues to professionalise, there is an increasing awareness that academic
qualifications carry more value with employers than vocational ones.
A degree not only provides expert knowledge, but it also develops that broader range of skills which you probably
already find you need in your work: skills such as effective communication skills, critical thinking, analysis and
evaluation, team-working, management and leadership. You will find good employers are increasingly looking for
these skills.
University degrees in the UK are set out on specific higher education frameworks which are linked to the levels of
the RQF. Too complicated (and mind numbing!) to go into here. Suffice it to say that they all follow the titles, credits
and levels (with a slight numbering difference in Scotland) set out on the table below.
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University Qualifications, Levels and Credits
HE
Levels

Credits

8

Degree

Exit Route from Degree

PhD/Doctorate
Post-graduate diploma

7

180

Masters

6

120

Final Year
BA Hons/BSc Hons

6

60

Final Year
BA or BSc (Ordinary)

Post-graduate certificate

2/

of Master’s Course
(120 Credits)
3

1/

3 of Master’s Course (60
Credits)

Second Year BA
5

120

Second Year
Foundation Degree

Diploma in Higher Education

HND
First Year BA
4

120

First Year
Foundation Degree

Certificate in Higher Education

HNC

Most university degrees last three years and are set at Levels 4, 5 and 6. Master’s is Level 7.
There are a limited number of university accredited qualifications in security management in England and Wales.
These include:
• Portsmouth University BSc in Risk and Security Management, part time by distance learning
• Buckinghamshire New University’s BA (Hons) in Security Consultancy, part time by distance learning
• Buckinghamshire New University BA (Hons) Corporate Security Management with Foundation Year, full
time
• University of South Wales BSc (Hons) in International Risk and Security Management, full time and part
time but both on campus
Foundation Degrees take two years to complete so the 240 credits accumulated can be used to gain acceptance to the
third year of a BA.
Candidates can, if they choose, leave their degree programme after one or two years and take their credits with
them as a Certificate or Diploma in Higher Education. They can then seek entry to another programme using
these qualifications at a later date.
continued >>>
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Masters
John Sephton also said:

“If you have significant experience in the industry, you can go straight to a master’s degree.”

Indeed, if you have a significant number of years in a range of roles at a senior level, a masters would definitely be
worth considering.
There are a number of master’s programmes in Security Management including:
• University of Leicester Master’s in Security and Risk Management
• University of Portsmouth, MSc in Security Management
• University of South Wales MSc International Security and Risk Management
• Buckinghamshire New University MSc in Risk Management
• Edinburgh Napier University MSc in Crowded Space Design, Management and Risk Analysis

So, there you have it – Regulated Qualifications, customised qualifications and university
qualifications.
Which to choose? How to choose?
RQF qualifications
There are too few at a higher level to consider further here
Customised vocational qualifications
You need to apply the RQF guide to size and title of qualification to courses you may be considering. Be aware - not
all customised qualifications make clear the title and size; you will need to ask questions.
Credit and progression
Ask questions about credit and progression. Will the qualification give you credits which will enable to you
progress to the next level?
For example, a BTEC HND at Level 5 requires the same number of hours to complete as a first two years of a degree
course i.e. 2400 hours, and therefore offers 240 credits. A successful candidate will be able to make a strong case for
access to the third year of a relevant bachelor’s degree.
On the other hand, a BTEC Level 5 Diploma in Management only requires 390 hours, so a successful candidate
will only have 39 credits. These credits could be used to reduce the amount of studying for the second year of a
management degree by maybe two modules but that would be decided by the institution involved.
Although not publicly stated on any website, it would seem that the BTEC Level 5 Diploma in Security Management
has been allocated 80 credits. This could provide exemption from 4 modules of the first year of a security management
degree. The Diploma takes a year or 800 hours.
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The International Security Management Institute’s Certified Security Management Professional CSMP® Level 6
Diploma requires 370 hours, so attracts 37 credits. The Awarding Organisation, Industry Qualifications, does make
this information publicly available. They also say:
These credits may be used towards higher education in UK, but this will be at the discretion of individual education
institutions who will also take into account the relevance of the acquired qualification for the new programme.

What does the level mean?
Ask questions about the stated level of the qualification
You will notice that the two BTEC qualifications are both called Level 5 and while they both have Diploma in their
titles, the number of hours involved and therefore the amount of studying and assessment you would have to do are
hugely different. The HND is actually recognised to be equivalent to two years of study at degree level. The Level 5
Diploma in Management is not. Some of the content and assessment may be at second year university level, but the
390 hours limits the depth of study.
The BTEC Level 5 Diploma in Security Management provides access to the first year (Level 4) of a degree. Some of
the 800 hours may contain second year university level (Level 5) content.
The CSMP® covers 12 modules in a year at Level 6 which is the level of the final year of a degree. They say it is
‘equivalent in terms of academic rigour to 3rd year Bachelor’s degree’. But again, the number of hours available limits
the possibility of the depth of study required at third year degree level.
While these kinds of qualifications will add to your knowledge of the security industry, they are unlikely to be able
to develop the wider range of skills needed for a management position – critical thinking, report writing skills,
communication – those skills which enable effective individuals to mobilise teams, defuse possible conflict and
clarify confusion.
Degrees
There are only a few to choose among at the moment, but it is important to know that most of them recognise the
value of professional experience and will offer ways of accessing the degree without formal entry qualifications. It
may be that you have enough experience and work-based experience and/or qualifications to be accepted on to the
second year of a degree. There is an element of knowing how best to present and “sell” yourself.

Alternative route to a Bachelor’s degree
Silverback Security Academy offers an alternative route to a degree in Security Management. This organisation
has a Certificate and Diploma in Security Management accredited by a Scottish University at Levels 4 and 5 on the
qualification table above. Each year has 120 credits. Successful Diploma candidates can use their 240 credits for
direct access to the third year of relevant degree programmes listed on P49.
The courses are offered as blended learning, based around 6 workshops in each year. They combine specialist
industry knowledge with the development of university study skills including critical thinking, research, analysis
and evaluation skills, report and essay writing skills.
continued >>>
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Alternative routes to a Master’s degree
It is possible to combine the BTEC Level 5 Diploma in Security Management with relatively new Advanced Diploma
in Security Management, an IQ customised qualification, comprising three modules taught a master’s level to get 40
credits toward the University of South Wales’ Masters in Security and Risk Management. These modules are mainly
a preparation for masters level research. They would give you exemption from two of the MSc modules. You would
need to complete the remaining modules to get the 180 credits for a masters.
There is another qualification for security consultants which offers successful candidates 60 credits towards a
University of the West of Scotland’s MBA with a specialty in Risk and Resilience or 60 credits towards a number of
MSc degrees at Buckinghamshire New University. You would need to complete the remaining parts of the course to
get the 180 credits for a masters.
Once you’ve navigated the rapids of the various qualifications and got an idea of the course you want to follow, then
you have to consider how well you might fit in to a particular programme of study. In short …

How do you like to learn?
Have you thought about how you like to learn? What are your preferences? On your own, or with other people? Do
you have the commitment/ motivation/discipline to study on your own with online learning? Do you prefer to have
regular contact with a teacher? And what motivates you to learn?
Currently, online learning is very popular. It appeals to people who are fully employed and believe they have little
time for studying and a lot of what’s available provides stimulating materials and lots of online tutorial support. That
may work for you to start with, but you need to be sure you can carry on, on your own over the months and possibly
years.
Perhaps you might consider an alternative approach which could be blended learning in which time is spent with
colleagues and security experts in workshops alongside individual study. This approach can help motivate you to
complete assignments and succeed.

So, what do you need to think about when choosing a security management qualification?
I would recommend that you consider the following:
• The level of the course and the credits it will give you are perhaps the most important things to consider. Ask
how many credits and at what level.
• Check the current operational experience of the tutors on any course you are interested in. Are they current
practitioners?
• If you are looking for a lower level qualification chose one which is on the RQF
• Be very wary of courses which are not on the RQF or not customised vocational qualifications
• Learn to recognise customised vocational qualifications.
• And watch out for courses called Diploma in Security Management which may only be at Level 2 or 3.
You may be wasting your money on a course which offers little in the way of worthwhile learning, may not
enhance your CV and won’t help you progress to another level.
• Be wary of courses that claim to be at degree level. Check that they really are full degrees and not just some
modules taught at the level of a degree.
• Think about how you like to study, what support you might need and choose a course that you can stick with.
• Price – comes into it. Remember, you get what you pay for. Consider value for money.

There are no short-cuts or quick fixes - good qualifications from quality organisations don’t come
cheap, so it pays to check out the options before you pull out your credit card, launch the raft and
take to the rapids.
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Author’s note:
This article represents my view from the boat amidst the rapids. It’s a changing panorama and, around the next bend
in the river, you can be sure that there will be a different set of arrangements, challenges and interests. Best keep the
eyes peeled and steer carefully amongst the confusion of rocks and spray.

ANNE MATTHEWS MA PGCert.
Originally, Anne’s background was in teaching, both in the UK and abroad.
Subsequently Anne worked as a Vocational Qualifications Manager at a
department of Oxford University specialising in assessment and qualification
development where she worked on accredited professional development
courses for business and industry.
More recently drawn into the Silverback circle of specialists to take on the
role of Quality Assurance and Development Manager.

www.silverbacksecurityacademy.com
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Security Industry Qualifications.

A Good First Step..

The “Associate Protection Professional” Course. (APP)

by Mike Hurst

The APP Certification from ASIS International fills a gap
in the market that has existed for some time. For many
people at their start of their security careers, or those
transitioning from law enforcement and military there
was not a suitable certification that they could undertake.
CPP, which is regarded as the Gold Standard in security
certifications with over 6,000 holders and growing by
around 50 per month, requires 9 years’ experience (less with a Masters’ Degree) with three years in ‘responsible
charge’. This represented a barrier to many, similar criteria exist for the PSP and PCI certifications.
Requiring between 1 and 4 years’ experience and the body of material covering 4 domains rather than the 7 for CPP,
APP provides a much needed route into the security profession.
What also adds value to the certifications, is that the process is run and audited to an international standard, ISO
17024, the recertification (every three years) which requires earning CPE (Continuing Professional Education) is
also run according to this standard.
Anyway, enough from me, here are the stories of three ASIS UK members who have sat and passed APP.

#1. Peter Klein.
The Associate Protection Professional (APP) appeared last year as a new first
step for security professionals to begin gaining progress towards a mature
certification that is globally recognised. I had been contemplating my position
as an end of military career service-person for some time when I first caught
sight of the APP, and I had been considering my options that would work with
my transition courses and university work that is focused on a new career as a
professional within the security sector.
CPP was on my bucket list of achievements to attain on that journey, but I had
some reservations on true credibility of achieving the CPP level of certification
with no real time spent in the corporate world beyond the military, and much
of my security experience required to be put through some adaptation and
enhanced with professional qualifications and experience over the next couple of years post-military transition.
APP appeared with perfect timing for me, and I jumped on the beta testing programme with the intention of:
1. Gaining a recognisable certification.
2. Proving to myself that I genuinely held transferable skills.
3. Grow an understanding of where I am in relation to gaining CPP.
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I signed up mid-November and sat the APP test in the first week of January, so my preparation time was condensed,
and ran alongside my university work and some project management courses. The first hurdle was acquiring the
required reading, which after reaching out to the UK chapter was quickly rectified (thank you to the members who
passed on loans of these assets); the second was attempting to measure what will be required for the testing – I was
one of the first to attempt the exam, so no reflective work had been produced and practice tests were none existent,
but members I contacted (thank you again) were happy to point out where help and information could be sourced,
and there was plenty of CCP and PSP material out there to provide question examples and focuses learning in
addition to the required reading.
Young professionals and new security sector arrivals will benefit from hugely from the APP, the pathway to CPP and
PSP is clear from here, and personally, this experience has shown that my next step is probably closer than I thought,
and plus the material and information sources are now held and used regularly in my daily work and studies, and so
the depth of required knowledge for certification progress is building alongside recognisable professional credibility,
both of which are necessary for the next step.
Proud to be one of the first, happy to have helped ASIS in the development, looking forward to assisting others to get
on the ladder, and excited about my next steps.

#2. Amy Clark.
Whilst the APP covers fewer modules than the more advanced qualifications,
there was still much to learn and revise – perhaps choosing to take my exam
right after the Christmas break was not the best idea! The topics were really
interesting and I could either link them to past experiences in work, or
immediately apply the new concepts I was learning in the workplace. There
was also a great community feel from all the APP candidates, with many
ASIS members contributing to online revision materials we could all benefit
from. It was great to see the ASIS community pulling together!
For me, the ASIS APP certification has been a great way of making my CV
more credible. I’ve worked in the security industry for several years now and
have been very eager to further my career by enhancing my knowledge via
a professional qualification. Being several years away from the eligibility for the CPP certification, I was delighted
when ASIS created the APP - not only did the selected topics provide me in depth knowledge of areas I had not come
into contact with yet, it meant I could also aspire to an ASIS qualification, which has made me more knowledgeable
and improved my confidence within the security space!
Now I have the APP under my belt, I am excited to start progressing towards my next ASIS qualification, which I am
now able to sit with fewer years’ experience. It’s a great initiative from ASIS and I wish all future candidates the best
of luck in achieving their APP qualification!
Amy is part of PwC’s Corporate Security Consulting team.
continued >>>
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#3. Sarah Hayward-Turton.
Having been an active member of the ASIS Young Professionals committee
since its inception in 2016, it has been an ongoing point of frustration and
opportunity that, until very recently, there was no available ASIS certification
that catered towards those who haven’t been in their security role for a long
period of time.
With the various levels of eligibility criteria applied to many accreditations,
there seems to be a shadow of suggestion that to have a strategic approach
to security, and to be able to apply common sense to a role, one must have
been doing ‘the job’ for a set length of time. I don’t believe this always to be
the case.
The introduction of the ASIS APP – Associate Protection Professional – was set to address the gap for security
professionals who weren’t as experienced in their career to meet the eligibility criteria of other accreditations. Aimed
to provide the first “rung” on the security manager’s career ladder, the APP is intended for those with one to four
years of security management experience.
My role as Director of Sales and Marketing at the Linx International Group is varied. Aside from managing the sales
and marketing teams, I provide a consultative approach to clients and their security training requirements. To do
this, I must of course understand the principles of security, the importance of a cohesive and collaborative approach,
and the difference between the theory and the ability to apply demonstrable execution.
Studying for the APP exam was less of a challenge than I imagined, although the quantity of books required to
study was a surprise. The books are ordered from ASIS International HQ in the USA, but they arrived within a
week.. There are 7 books to read. Each book addresses a different subject and covers the usual ASIS Standards and
Guidelines as per CPP.
It’s been a while since I studied, and I enjoyed preparing for the actual reading. With a notepad, highlighter and
pencil, I skimmed each book to begin with and then went back over the areas that were listed on the APP study guide
as being a core topic within the exam.
This took me a week or two of an hour a day; learning the terminology of core principles was interesting and I
enjoyed applying my existing security knowledge from previous training courses, and the experience gained within
my role, to the ‘language’ of ASIS.
I took the exam at the Prometric test centre at Cannon Street. Getting through security there was more daunting that
the pile of books I had read! A piece of advice for those taking any exam at Prometric centre – make sure your credit
cards are signed with black pen…
I needed the full 2 hours in the exam, just to go back over and check all the ‘flagged’ questions. This was a really
useful tool, as there were many questions I just needed to think harder over. The result is then emailed within a
couple of hours and I was incredibly surprised to see I had not only passed but gained 780 out of a possible 800.
The APP accreditation is one I am proud to hold. It shows my clients and my peers that I have met the criteria as
stipulated by ASIS, and that my knowledge and experience is backed up with a credible and well-regarded certification.
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APP Eligibility
Security Experience*
One Year
Two years
Three years
Four years

Education
Master's degree (or international equivalent) in Security Management
Bachelor’s degree (or international equivalent) in Security Management
Bachelor’s degree (or international equivalent) in any discipline
No higher education degree required.

*Security experience is defined as the individual having been personally engaged in security or loss prevention on
a full-time basis, or as a primary duty. Full details here:

https://www.asisonline.org/certification/associate-protection-professional-app/
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Kenobi The Robot

A Manned Guarding Replacement
Or Enhancement?

By Philip Ingram MBE

I have been fortunate to have been invited to run INTERPOL World TV for the three times INTERPOL have held
their bi-annual congress looking at innovation. It is always held in Singapore as that is where the INTERPOL Global
Complex for Innovation was opened in 2015.
This year one of the new innovative technologies was a robot, designed and built by the Singapore based company
OneBerry and for only the second time ever I had the opportunity to interview a robot. We had something in
common, we are both partial to a drop of alcohol! So, I am (PI) and Kenobi, unsurprisingly is (K), enjoy our chat!

(PI) Hello Kenobi, thank you very much indeed for agreeing to chat- can you tell us a little bit about what your
role is within the security industry?
(K) Hello Philip, you are most welcome. This is my first time here at INTERPOL World, in my role as security robot,
I provide surveillance, am a great deterrent and can perform tasks that are impossible for my human colleagues. Such
as standing guard on 24-hour shift and remembering absolutely everything that happens while on duty, spotting
anomalies even at a distance. I never miss my reports, work great as part of a team, together with whom we can
perform our duties with superior duty and effectiveness. I also provide relative information and act as a reliable
bridge for people to get help in the event of an emergency situation on ground.
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(PI) Can you tell us a little bit about your sensor
suites?
(K) I’m glad you asked Philip. I’m comprised as
a myriad of advanced sensors to assist in me in
performing my various tasks safely, autonomously
and reliably. I won’t bump into people, especially
children or pets, even though they may be harder
to see for some of my competitors, I avoid obstacles
and can find my way. I am safe and reliable, even
when my teammates wish to operate me remotely
from afar, be it from a security control room, or
the other side of the world. I can move to places
on a scheduled basis to be where I am most
needed at any time. I can perform autonomous
patrols on pre-defined routes or simply amble
about interacting with staff, greeting visitors or
providing assistance to any and all peoples. Even
though I am bombarded with information from
my many sensors, I never miss a beat, always remain calm, cool-headed and professional. I have optical sensors
that allow me to see 360 degrees, detect flames or heat, perform advanced analytics or zoom in to capture details,
should I need to investigate something. I am trained to alert my colleagues if I detect incidents such as loitering,
recognising persons of interests, reading vehicle license plates and detecting intruders even in absolute darkness. I
can even be equipped to read identification from many different countries, and I am much better at spotting fakes
than my human colleagues, particularly in time sensitive applications. There are many things that I can be equipped
for, I am up for any job.
(PI) Now I understand that you run on fuel-cell technology? How can you keep going on one charge?
(K) Yes, I am equipped with a safe, yet very advanced, fuel-cell, a world first. This means I can run 24/7, 365 days a
year off grid. In fact, I am charging right now as we speak. I can charge whilst I perform my daily tasks and can signal
my human colleagues to hot swap my fuel cartridge in a field should I run low on fuel. That said, I can be topped up
with enough fuel to last weeks or even months without a refill, should the application require.
(PI) Now, I’m an Irishman and alcohol is a very important fuel for me, I understand that you run on alcohol as
well.
(K) I only consume methanol, but I don’t suggest you try it. It is not for humans; it gives me the energy and power
to perform all my duties and all without getting a hangover.
(PI) How do you communicate? Electronics are very diﬃcult, are you hackable?
(K) I can communicate WIFI, cellular data networks, specialised radio or other communication systems. I can
connect via secure VPN, or end-to-end encrypted networking systems. Like humans, I am also vulnerable to threats
and attacks. There is no such thing as un-hackable, thankfully my creators have made sure I have a very strong
immune systems, I am defended by a bespoke software suite which helps defend me against some of the more
sophisticated cyber-attacks. This is truly a ground-breaking cyber security solution and provides me with a kind of
digital invisibility cloak to help foil potential hackers, malware and provide protection against other threat vectors in
the unique challenges faced by myself and my IOT cousins.
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(PI) So, I have to ask, you’ve talked about your IOT cousins, but what of your human cousins, whose more
eﬃcient, a human security operative or you as a robot?
(K) Of course, I would say that I am more efficient when compared with my human colleagues, I guess that is why
they want to hire me. I don’t need sleep, so I can work very long hours, I am always vigilant and alert, even when
working dynamic and sometimes protracted situations. I have amazing vision capabilities and even have eyes in
the back of my head. Like an elephant, I never forget, I remember everything and can process complex situations
very quickly. For example, I can recognise faces in less than a 1/5th second whilst remembering millions of faces at
a time. That said, I work together with my human colleagues, I really am a team player and always follow orders. I
provide data alerts with insights and assist my human partners in their making informed decisions, acting upon all
the information at hand. I deal with the big data picture, but I leave the decision making to my human colleagues.
Our partnership seems to be working quite well so far and I do enjoy working with them on most days.
(PI) On most days I quite enjoy working with my human colleagues as well, Kenobi, it’s been a real pleasure
talking to you.
A final comment from Ken P the CEO of OnBerry who manufacture Kenobi,
But your solution you’ve made, you brought a number of robots here- is that not going to concern the civilian
security guards?
Not really because if you look at today’s world in security itself, especially in events where a large number
of people gather. You need to enhance the security, so instead of enhancing it with more manpower,
which is already scarce in Singapore, we put in automation, including, turnstiles, automated kiosks and
robots. The good thing is that the security has a good overall feel and can be seen all over the show floor.
I think this is important as a visual security presence is a must today.

Philip Ingram MBE.
Philip Ingram is an internationally respected defence and security journalist and
consultant. Building on a long and distinguished military career, retiring as a full
Colonel, after performing intelligence, counter-intelligence, security and planning
roles, whilst on active service. He is also the man behind the rapidly expanding, and
highly regarded, organisation, Grey Hare Media.
Philip is a strategic thinker and recognised subject matter expert on issues of international
security, defence and geo political events.....

www.greyharemedia.com/TPSO
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Security Industry Events:
September 2019 to January 2020
I've had people saying “I'm a Security Guard at a factory. What's the point of me going to any of these big security
events?”.......
If you want a career in this industry, at any level, there is so much information to be had at these things. Some may
not be appropriate, unless you are in a very specific field, but generally, there are so many people to chat with, that
may be able to give you an important lead or heads up on a career opportunity down the line. Even just going back to
work and being able to brief your bosses up on the latest developments in access control, CCTV, or any of a number
of cutting edge security issues, is going to make you look good. Your knowledge is power, and gaining more of it can
only be good for your career or job prospects. You will also generally gain CPD points for attending such events.
Win Win.
Many of the big events are free to attend, though you'll have to book in advance, so there isn't much of a downside.
Hopefully I'll meet you at one!
As the year draws to a close, decent events are a bit thin on the ground. However there are still a few choice events
out there, any of which will add to your CPD points.
What Does The Future Hold for CCTV Intelligence and Fire Integration?
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/what-does-the-future-hold-for-cctv-intelligence-and-fire-integrationtickets-63228793022
An interesting sounding, free to attend event. 25th September 2019. High Leigh, WA16.
Security Institute Annual Conference.
https://event.bookitbee.com/21527/231019-security-institute-annual-conference-2019-p
Always a fascinating event. Interesting international speakers and a handful of CPD points for attending. It isn't
cheap, but if you join the Institute, it's a whole lot cheaper.
23rd October 2019. Royal College of Physicians, Regents Park, London.
Security Twenty. London.
https://www.professionalsecurity.co.uk/security-events-and-conferences/security-twenty-home/
Regional security conference and exhibition. 7th November 2019. Park Inn Hotel, London Heathrow.
The International Security Expo.
https://www.internationalsecurityexpo.com/
One of the biggest UK security industry events. Free to attend. 3rd and 4th December 2019. Olympia, London.
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Meet the TPSO Team:
Michael O’Sullivan.
After 5 years distinguished service in the French Foreign Legion, Mike returned
to the UK and commenced a career in the physical security industry in the City
of London.
Looking to diversify and better utilize his skills, Mike ran a very successful training
organisation for many years and gained valuable qualifications and experience in
counselling, and psychology.
Mike was eventually drawn back to his vocation, as a protector, returning to the
security industry,
but his drive to make a difference, increase standards and improve the working
life of front line security professionals, lead him to come up with the idea for
“The Professional Security Officer Magazine”.
A man on a mission......
Mike is editor of the new monthly TPSO newsletter, “Your Career in Security” and is also currently hard at work
developing advanced training packages for Front Line security workers, to distinguish intelligent, committed and
engaged Professionals, from the masses, and create a new “advanced standard” within the industry. He is also
responsible for the outstanding TPSO website and a number of genuinely “Industry Changing” research initiatives.

Rollo Davies MSyI.
This year, Rollo has been named on the prestigious IFSEC Global Influencers list,
as World #2 for Security Industry “Thought Leadership” and was the Winner of
the George Van Schalkwyk Award for outstanding contribution to the UK security
industry, presented by the Security Institute.
Rollo joined the Metropolitan Police at age 19. He subsequently spent a further 27
years in the physical security industry, mainly in operational management roles.
He became increasingly disillusioned by the lack of appreciation, respect and
recognition afforded those in the front line of the industry, so he tried to do
something about it. Firstly in 2011, he founded, a now sadly defunct, trade union:
The National Security Workers Union, (NSWU.)
Last year he had a phone call from an old friend about starting a magazine. The rest is history.
He is an enthusiastic member of The Security Institute, an established social media commentator and an increasingly
influential campaigner for improved standards, industry wide.
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Coming January 2020
Edition #5 of
The Professional Security Officer Magazine
will be looking at:
“Physical Security & Technology”
We will be featuring:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Guard tour and patrol monitoring systems.
Access control.
CCTV systems.
“Cost effective” physical security measures.
Focus on membership organisations: The IFPO.
Integrated security systems and the future.
Drones for security.
OSINT.
The built environment. Building-in security.
News, features and articles from internationally acclaimed contributors.

What else?
You decide.
It's YOUR magazine!
Just Email: Rollo@PeerPublishing.Ltd
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There are many, many,
EXCELLENT reasons to advertise in.....

• An already huge and expanding, UK front line security industry readership.
• Self-selecting audience of only the most engaged and professional readers.
• Growing international readership expanding rapidly across the U.S., Canada,
Ireland, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Australia, New Zealand, India, China and Europe.
• Acclaimed, expert contributors from across the world.
• Support from the best of the best in the International Security Industry.
• The outstanding success and universal praise for the very first edition.
• Huge social media promotion for all of our Sponsors & Major Advertisers!

Want to see what all the fuss is about?
TheProfessionalSecurityOfficer.com
Want to expand your company profile in to areas and audiences
that no other publication can reach?
The Professional Security Officer Magazine.
Contact Mike today: Admin@PeerPublishing.Ltd
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Aspers are a premium employer of security services – we invest so that
you can be the best! As an Aspers employee, we offer ongoing training,
an employee benefits package, good working conditions and ongoing
support! If you are interested in a career in the demanding world of casino
security then get in touch!

jason.janes@aspers.co.uk
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JOIN US
RESPECTED | RECOGNISED | PROFESSIONAL

The Security Institute is
the largest membership
organisation for security
professionals in the UK,
with members from all
over the world. We
promote standards,
develop and endorse
education across the
sector and provide
a rich membership
experience.
WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU
Membership of the Security Institute
bestows credibility, enhances career
prospects, provides a valuable network
of excellent contacts, offers mentoring,
runs a comprehensive continuing
professional development (CPD) scheme
to recognise your efforts in maintaining
and adding to your skills base; and
fantastic networking opportunities.

security-institute.org

KEY BENEFITS OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP
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■
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Benchmark your training qualifications and
leverage your experience
The value of your membership is recognised by
employers and universities
Exchange experience with other members at our
networking events
Enjoy access to job opportunities and our online
careers services
Gain valuable insights by being involved in our
mentoring programme, whatever your career
stage
Enjoy member-only discounts
Bi-Monthly newsletter with exclusive offers and
weekly eNews update
Members-only Linked-In Group
Continuing Professional Development that
evidences your professionalism
Access to accredited and employer-recognised
security related qualifications
Participation in a genuinely supportive
community
Membership to the London Chamber of
Commerce and access to their facilities, events
and resources.

